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Editorial
Durslade from John Bishton and we welcome
contributions from Open Spaces Society and
Key-IQ.

This edition of Ashtav Magazine sets the scene
for the AGM, postponed until the new year. This
a momentous AGM when the future of our
association is decided. At last year’s AGM at
Oxford, the members voted overwhelmingly to
pursue the assessment of the viability of a
merger with Historic Towns Forum. A lot of
work has been done over the last year and your
committee is now happy to recommend to the
AGM that this merger is formally implemented.

Kirkby Lonsdale and District Civic Society have
taken an inventory of their unique shop fronts
and we are pleased to share a section of the
photographs to encourage members to emulate
this initiative.
It would be good if the exchange of
correspondence on page 2 sparks a debate,
Email John Shaw to have your points included
in his blog.

A statement by our chairmen John Alexander
on the benefits of the merger is on page 5
We ask indulgence from members who’s
council have embraced the requirement for a
Local Plan, Ashtav considers the production of
a Local Plan is of the highest priority, and the
role that members can play is invaluable. John
Shaw expands on page 9 and reports on the
Local Plan conference at Kellogg College on
page 13.
We have two articles from our Vice President
and founder member, Ray Green, an update on

Notice of the AGM is on the back cover. It is a
landmark AGM and I hope to see you there.
Dan Wild
Editor
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Rescuing Lost Commons
by Nicola Hodgson

Nicola Hodgson is the case officer for Open
Spaces Society, with whom Ashtav has
reciprocal membership.Here she
explains how you can register land as
common and why you should do so.

It’s important to do this because
land will be mapped for access in the next
review under the Countryside and Rights of
Way Act 2000, and the public will gain the right
to walk there. If land was in a borough or
urban district on 1 January 1926 we believe
there will also be riding rights under the
Law of Property Act 1925, section 193.
Moreover, the land benefits from
additional statutory protection as any
encroachment or development requires
ministerial consent.

In parts of England you can win public
access and protect land from
encroachment by making an application
to register it as common.You can do this under
part 1 of the Commons Act 2006, in seven trial
areas: Blackburn with Darwen, Cornwall,
Devon, Herefordshire, Hertfordshire,
Kent and Lancashire. From December
2014 Cumbria and North Yorkshire are to
be added to the list.

Waste of a manor is eligible for registration.
The land must be ‘open, uncultivated and
unoccupied’. Research is required and there is
detailed advice in the OSS information sheet
‘Rescuing lost commons’, and on the website
www.commonsreregistration.org.uk; this
provides search sheets for each area and
shows whether land is eligible. You can
download an application form from the
registration authority via a link on the
Commons Act 2006 page of the
OSS website.

We believe there are approximately 1,900
sq kms of land which could be registered
as common in England and Wales. Where
part 1 is in force, anyone can apply to
register land which has been wrongly
omitted.

The Save Penwith Moors group
has registered several commons
in Cornwall, such as at Carrine
(Kea) and Chun Downs (Morvah,
Madron, Sancreed and St Just).
Part 1 also allows landowners to
apply to remove commons from
the register where an error was
made.
Unfortunately the government is
introducing these landowner
provisions throughout England
but, outside the nine areas
mentioned above, we do not have
the reciprocal right to add
commons to the register. Such
partial implementation is grossly
unfair to the public and we aim to
remedy it.
Bassenthwaite, Cumbria, where we
believe there is land which is eligible for
registration. Photo: Ian Brodie.
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Merging Ashtav and Historic Towns Forum
by John Alexander Chairman of Ashtav

ASHTAV and the Historic
Towns Forum’s Annual
General Meetings have both
agreed to the principle of
merging the two
organisations, subject to
final approval of the legal
documentation. But what
does the merger promise?

news from various member
organisations and provided news
about forthcoming events. It is
illuminating to see from those
newsletters how good some of the
events, including weekend residential
seminars were. HTF publishes a
similar newsletter available via
download to members. It also
publishes it on the web. This is a more
streamlined and cost-effective version
of the original paper colour magazine
that HTF had produced in the past.

Both organisations have a lot in
common, share very similar
aims and objectives.
The Historic Towns Forum
(HTF), formerly the English
Historic Towns Forum, has
been supporting professionals
working in the historic built
environment since 1987 and
was founded to establish and
encourage contact between
local authorities having
responsibility for the
management of historic towns
and cities, and between these
authorities and other public,
private and voluntary sector
agencies.

ASHTAV’s newsletter has developed
into a full colour magazine that
contains news and articles that have
been received very well. The
magazine is also available on the web
and uses the latest page turning
technology.

ASHTAV was formed at a
similar time as a network of
societies, councils and local
groups, working to protect and
celebrate the uniquely
individual character of the small
historic towns and villages of
the United Kingdom.
ASHTAV was created as a voluntary
organisation and published a
newsletter in its early days that
consisted of a monochrome digest of
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Membership wise, both
organisations have attracted
town and parish councils as
members. From its outset
though the HTF has targeted
local authorities of all sizes and
large town and city councils
figure amongst its membership
whereas ASHTAV, as its name
implies has concentrated on
small towns and villages. Both
organisations have private
individual members, but HTF
also has partners, sponsors
and associate membership. It
also has 4 Honorary members.
In total HTF has almost twice
the number of members (212)
than ASHTAV has (125+). HTF
has a different membership fee
structure that is significantly
different from ASHTAV’s. (It is
the transition to a joint fee
regime that will need some
detailing before membership
fee rates coincide.)

founder) which generates sufficient
income enabling us to maintain our
fees at a very low level for a number
of years. We have been able to make
a significant contribution to Kellogg
College towards the creation of the
Herbert Lane Room and the funding of
a research student several years ago.
We have also been able to fund our
Director’s work and one day a week’s
work on our behalf from the HTF
Director Dr. Noël James. Our strong
financial position has also enabled us
to explore new technological ways of
bringing heritage matters to a wider
audience and it is likely that the game
we have devised (Tavasham) will be
developed as an educational as well
as an entertaining and informative
tool.
Despite its low fees and a raising of its
profile via an excellent magazine,
contribution to Heritage Alliance
membership/events, and a good
website ASHTAV has not seen any
significant change in its membership.
The cuts to council resources,
particularly in training and
conservation officer budgets, have
also been reflected in some loss in
HTF Local Authority membership.
Conversely, however, the HTF has
seen a noticeable increase in
membership from smaller bodies and
from corporate members.

HTF is almost entirely supported
financially from its membership fees
and the generosity of its sponsors,
whereas ASHTAV has the benefit of
the Herbert Lane Bequest (our

Benefits of merging
ASHTAV and HTF have been
working together for almost two
years now and the benefits of
such working are manifesting
themselves. An obvious area
that will benefit from further
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collaboration is the marketing
of the benefits of membership.

many important issues, particularly the
stimulating and alarming views
concerning the House Builders
Federation influence in Whitehall. I
was a little surprised to be told that the
Association was not in a position to
undertake lobbying on behalf of the
small towns and villages in Whitehall.
Perhaps ASHTAV's role should be to
become a powerful lobby in the fight
against urbanisation of the
countryside. A major criticism of the
discussion at Goring and Streatley
was the absence of any
representative from the cities. Surely
the cities should be our greatest allies
in the protection of the rural areas,
allowing for the regeneration of the
cities so that they can be civilised,
allowing them to become places to
live and work, thus reducing the
tendency of the English to view the
countryside as the New Jerusalem.”

Events organised by HTF on a
national basis are now available (at
reduced rates!) to our members and
have been specifically designed to
appeal to our members’ interests as
well as those of the larger towns and
cities. Our Director has regular
meetings with Dr. Noël James ( see
page 8) and information and
experience exchanged has benefited
both individuals, as well as the
organisations. The HTYF has
organised a series of academic
seminars and publications in
conjunction with Kellogg College
under the joint HTF/ASHTAV banner
and this has helped to increase the
profile and academic status of both
organisations. This joint academic
working has led to recent grant
funding from the Arts and Humanities
Research Council to encourage
conservation skills' training among
community groups. This project is in
conjunction with the IHBC and will
increase ASHTAV's exposure to
similar groups.

The obvious benefit from the merging
of ASHTAV and HTF is the creation of
a larger, more financially sound
organisation that can be better heard
at the national level, not only via the
Heritage Alliance but in its own right
as representing a wide section of the
historically important communities in
the UK.

A letter written in the ASHTAV NEWS
in August 1997 said “I was impressed
with my first ASHTAV regional meeting
at Goring and Streatley. It highlighted
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Kellogg College Oxford

About Noël James
Noël comes from a research
background and has over 20 year’s
experience working in the heritage
sector. Her special interest is in the
historic built environment and she
enjoys especially debating the theory
around place-making and design
concepts, particularly where they relate
to social anthropology and engineering.

membership and
implementing their
ideas through our
joint events. Working
with John Shaw and
the ASHTAV Board
has been so
rewarding, thought-provoking and
really satisfying – I will be delighted
when the merger is finalised. We have
a real commitment to ensuring the
Legacy of Herbert Lane continues’.

Noël gained her Doctorate in Medieval
Law from the University of York in
1999, and has published widely on
Medieval Law, Landscape History,
Social History and historical
Geography. She has a career that
spans work with the Heritage Lottery
Fund, to running a Business
Programme for the Prince’s Trust, to
working in policy in regional
Government, to her present day role
with the HTF and ASHTAV.

Highlights for Noël so far include
working with John Shaw at events,
laughing at Dan’s sense of humour,
and having in depth discussions with
members of the Board. The event
highlight so far has been the August
event on Neighbourhood Planning –
this was a very strong joint event with
valuable input from members of both
organisations, and brilliant feedback
from delegates. There were also
excellent chips with lunch! John and
Noël have an excellent working
relationship, and look forward to
continued working together as part of
the same organisation

‘I’ve really enjoyed the past two years
working so closely with ASHTAV – not
only has it been a very good move for
both organisations in terms of
academic partnership and joint profile,
but it has been wonderful meeting the

Ashtav Contacts
Director & Help desk: John Shaw
01458 860040
079 290 25112 director@ashtav.org.uk
8, Alexanders Close,Meare, Glastonbury, BA6 9HP
Honorary Secretary & Webmaster: Dan Wild
01684 566543
0758 280 4978 danwild@ashtav.org.uk
2, Warwick Court, Abbey Road, Great Malvern WR14 3HU
Organisation
Chairman & Honorary Treasurer John Alexander
Vice Chairman Edward Grimsdale
Vice Presidents Michael Coupe, Prof Malcolm Airs & Ray Green
Honorary Secretary Dan Wild
The committee is organised into teams. The Vice Presidents are non executive The
director is ex officio in all teams
Administration & finance: John Alexander, Dan Wild
Tavasham: Mike Prince, Jim Murphy, Dan Wild, Roy Stove
Events: Anne Lock & Daphne Wyatt
Help Desk: John Shaw, John Bishton & Roy Stove.
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Local and Neighbourhood Plans: Their importance today
A personal view by John Shaw

I must admit that like many professional
planners I feel battered and maligned by
the political pronouncements of politicians
over the last decade. Of course, much of it
has been to draw attention away from their
own incompetence, corruption and inability
to think of any strategic policy beyond the
short term gratification of the major housebuilders and obeisance to the god of
economic growth.

impacts of planning with only a passing
reference to environment. Politicians of all
colours appear to have signed up to the
assumption that economic growth will mop
up all social difficulties and from the
heritage aspect that regulations that seek
to preserve, conserve and restore heritage
matters are a burden upon economic
growth. Clearly in this latter aspect they fail
completely to recognise, let alone
understand, the importance of heritage to
the economy (both the wider and local
economy) and that it is an important factor
in real regeneration and growth.

Much of the “reform” to the planning
system can be traced back to the 2006
Barker Review of Land Use Planning. The
sweeping away of strategic planning that
was the bedrock of regional spatial
strategies, the so-called streamlining of the
system by reserving ever more power to
the Secretary of State, the presumption in
favour of development and relaxation of

The focus has been on economics and a
very narrow minded focus on the supply
and demand element of economics leading
to the simplistic conclusion that the fewer
houses that are built the higher is the price

permitted development can all be traced
back to the recommendations of that
review. However, the Barker Review was
written in accordance with the brief and
terms set by the Treasury and which were
designed to assess only the economic

of them and therefore the solution to the
nation’s housing need is to build more
houses.
This simplistic view ignores the importance
of land (one of the factors of production,
9

the others being labour and capital), or
more accurately the shortage of land. On
the rare occasions politicians recognise
this importance they are quick to claim that
it is the planning system that has restricted
land supply. Therefore the system needs
reform to release more land for
development. But why has this “reform” led
to a wrecking ball rather than a systematic
assessment of planning that properly take
into account the benefits of planning to,
public health, climate resilience and
environment and heritage protection. Dare
one say that such an assessment would
lead to the conclusion that it is not
planning that has unduly restricted land
supply but one of local and national
political will.

determine whether or not an express
permission was required. But for the
developer or householder wanting to
undertake development, the preapplication investigation has become even
more complex and expensive. There is
anecdotal evidence to suggest that in
many instances the planning requirements
are being deliberately ignored with
householders/developers carrying out
unauthorised works, relying upon the
shortage of planning staff, particularly
enforcement staff, to “get away with it” for
the requisite period whereby enforcement
action is not possible. This can only bring
into further disrepute a system already
undermined by public pronouncements
and increase the lack of public confidence
in it.

So, where does this all leave us now?
Almost in a state of chaos I would suggest.
Far from simplifying planning, the
“streamlining reforms” have created a
“dod’s dinner” of confusing legislation and
a backlog of policy planning.

Nil desperandum (and note above I said
“almost”!) Being an optimist I believe the
present state of affairs represents a
challenge and an opportunity. Although a
mechanism for proper democratically
determined strategic policies at national
and regional level do not exist, local plans
and neighbourhood plans do and they
have statutory bases supporting them.
Work on updated local plans was slowed
down whilst Regional Spatial Strategies
were being developed challenged,
approved (or otherwise) and finally ditched
by government. This left many areas of the
country without up-to-date planning
policies and sufficient land allocations for
housing in particular. In some parts of the
country, developers have been like flies
around a corpse attempting to gain
planning permissions on land in areas
where the local planning authority (lpa)
could not demonstrate a five year supply of
housing land (plus a buffer of 20%) as
required under the National Planning
Policy Framework(NPPF). The main
argument advanced in such cases is that
the NPPF in such circumstances states
that there is a presumption in favour of
sustainable development. Many such
applications have been approved. On
occasion permission has been refused on

This might be good news for lawyers and
planning consultants. They are required to
interpret amendment upon amendment of
the planning Acts and confusing and
legalistic amendments to the General
Permitted Development and Land Use
Orders, that require prior notification of a
host of proposed developments to be
carried out under the Orders, whereas
before it was a relatively simple matter to
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the grounds that the development was not
sustainable as the specific site lacked
transport/social/employment infrastructure
or adversely affected a historic asset.
Elsewhere in this issue “The Inspector
says…” (admirably written by John
Bishton) highlights a number of decisions
in July that indicate that the NPPF
guidance is beginning to bite in terms of
the five year deadlines. On the positive
side, however under the sub-heading
“Homes refused in advance of
Neighbourhood Plan”, John refers to a
decision on farmland in Wiltshire where the
Secretary of State declined the advice of
his Inspector and dismissed an appeal for
77 houses despite the lpa being unable to
prove a five-year housing land supply or
identify site specific objections to the
sustainability of the site. Instead he gave
considerable weight to the opportunity
offered by the local plan process for local
people to express their preference in
getting the right type of development for
their locality “while planning positively to
support strategic development needs”.
Although the Plan had not yet been
examined by the independent examiner
nor put to its referendum, he said the
NPPF and guidance meant that it could
now be given significant weight.

importance and support its members in the
process.
I have also bee encouraged by what I see
as a significant change in recent
commentaries on planning that I have
read, not only in the professional journals
but also in the national newspapers. This
relates to appreciation of the true role of
land values in the development/land use
process. For many years I have noticed
commentators almost shying away from
the political hot potato of land values. Land
value has been a hot potato ever since the
statutory transfer to public ownership of
land that gained planning permission was
embodied in the 1947 Planning Act. The
Churchill government repealed that
element in the early fifties but the question
of betterment of value due to planning
permission occasionally raised its head in
schemes such as that to tax land approved
for housing in the 1970s. Many inventive
ways of “avoiding” the tax were devised by
accountants and it was dropped by the
succeeding government.
In my experience as a developer (albeit
limited to registered social housing), land
costs took up a large proportion of the total
development cost of a project. 40% was
the average figure used to build in the land
cost when assessing the viability of
developing a site. The significance to the
landowner was not lost as the area in
which I worked meant that agricultural land
rose in value from £3-5,000 per acre to

Clearly localism, in the sense of getting
involved in local plan-making and
especially the neighbourhood planning
process, is important and effective.
ASHTAV will continue to espouse this
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£750,000-1,000,000 per acre. The
question that has vexed politicians
throughout has been how much of the
increase in value should go to the
individual landowner as a result of a
decision made by society on behalf of the
needs of that society? If that increase in
value was recouped in the form of a tax
that was then used to subsidise the land
cost to the developer, the actual total
development costs would be reduced
thereby reducing the price of housing
whilst maintaining the developer’s profit
level. The only “loser” would be the
landowner, and would the land then be
available? However, if developers chose to
build at a slower rate the flow of houses
onto the market would be stemmed and
via the effect of supply and demand the
price of houses would rise increasing
developer profit at the public expense.
Hence the losers would be the landowner
(as he has paid the tax), house buyers,
particularly those forced out of the market
by higher prices and society in general as
the cost of overcrowding and
homelessness would have to be met. From
this one can easily see that both ends of
the political spectrum see problems with
recouping the land value.

future planning of our country.
I believe that the streamlining and
deregulation that has taken place over the
last few years should be fully assessed
and legislation comprehensively
consolidated into a single Act and Orders/
Regulations consolidated to take forward
the best parts of the system as assessed.
A national or regional strategic plan is
essential for the long term investment in
infrastructure, rather than ad hoc
unsubstantiated schemes such as HS2
being put forward “out of the blue”.
The existing statutory basis of local and
neighbourhood plans should be retained
and strengthened with support and
resources for local communities that wish
to get involved in it. Local Plans should be
expanded to create a single integrated
development plan for each lpa so that existing
powers of compulsory purchase and public
investment could be deployed in major
projects in an integrated and positive manner.

For years, the solution to this represented
by the Garden City Movement and the
New Towns Acts by which land was
acquired by public bodies, developed by
them and houses sold via leasehold so
that the freehold of the land remained in
public ownership, has been largely ignored
in this country, although it is quite common
practice in other countries.
The recent winner of the Wolfson
competition to find a solution to meeting
the housing needs of England included
some capture of land values, but this has
received very little public debate. Indeed
the Planning Minister has publicly stated
that the choice of winner had nothing to do
with him. Land value is not of interest to
the government it would seem? However,
it is and should be of increasing interest to
those seriously concerned about the
12

Neighbourhood Planning- how to do it with Heritage
Report on conference held at Kellogg College, Oxford 13th August 2014
By John Shaw

This conference was jointly organised by
ASHTAV and the Historic Towns Forum
(HTF) and held in the Mawby Room at
Kellogg College, Oxford.

Following the theory we were treated to
the "nuts and bolts" of how to go about
producing a NP in reality by Dave
Chetwyn, the Managing Director of Urban
Vision and then Sean O'Reilly, in his
words, "flew a kite" about capacity building
and developing leadership in local
communities to take account of and
include the importance of heritage as an
issue in such plans. Very thought
provoking stuff!
After lunch at a local hostelry, kindly
arranged by Dr. Noël
James of the HTF, Dave
Chetwyn gave us
examples of how to put
heritage into a
Neighbourhood Plan with
examples from
Liverpool and especially
Stoke-on-Trent, his home
town. Prof. Malcolm Airs
(an ASHTAV Trustee)
rounded off the speakers session by
outlining his experiences in working within
his own local community to start the
process of producing their Neighbourhood
Plan in Dorchester-on-Thames.

About thirty delegates attended and they
were entertained to a very informative and
interesting programme. Anyone involved
in, or thinking of getting involved in,
Neighbourhood Plans would have found
the event "unmissable", as the advert for
the BBC iPlayer goes!
Mick Duggan from DCLG set the scene of
the place of neighbourhood plans in the
localism agenda by describing the concept
of communities receiving power,
responsibility and investment to produce
plans, implement policies and receive
financial contributions via the CIL regime
for community projects. He informed the
delegates that approximately 1100
communities have had neighbourhood
areas designated and that the former
Planning Minister, Nick Boles had been
passionate about Neighbourhood Plans
(ASHTAV members will no doubt recall
that in endorsing the game Tavasham he
requested the inclusion of neighbourhood
planning in the game/simulation, which we
have done)

In the plenary session ending the
conference John Shaw pointed out that
although 1100 designated NP areas
sounds impressive, when compared with
10,500 parish councils in England, not
counting the wards in non-parishes cities
and towns, we still have only 10% of
communities actively pursuing NPs. Still
that is a start and the process is the best
way we have of involving communities in
true participative governance and all
power to its elbow. Come on all you parish
councils who have yet to learn the value of
NPs and get cracking to empower your
community!
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The Village in the Country
by Ray Green

Since Thomas Sharp wrote his seminal
work ‘The anatomy of the village,’ there
have been nearly seventy years during
which almost all the conditions of rural life
have changed. Sharp defined the village in
terms of it’s historical shape, as roadside,
squared or planned, and like the Scott
committee of Inquiry into Land Utilisation in
Rural Areas which reported to Parliament
in 1943, he saw the future of the village
linked primarily to farming or forestry. He
was critical of much new building but gave
examples where modern buildings were
acceptable as in the Impington Village
College in Cambridgeshire. The Anatomy

legislation had supported the extension or

of the Village was published in 1946 and

provision of services - electricity and piped

for some ten to fifteen years there was

water supplies and sewage systems, and

some stability in most rural areas, although

the Education and Health Service Acts

there was some depopulation recorded in

brought rural services up to urban

one of the Dartington series of books on

standards.

rural sociology. In 1948 the new Town and
Country Planning Act came into force, and

At first the shift of population was around

the County Planning Authorities were

the major cities, new residents commuting

required to prepare ‘County Maps’ on

back to the city by train, developers fixing

which villages were identified by the

the price of their new houses in relation to

services they provided, a sort of precursor

the cost of a season ticket. Later the car

to the later policy of key villages, although

began to replace the train as car

at this time there was little development

ownership increased and roads were

except where rural district councils were

improved. By the mid sixties sociologists

building houses for returning servicemen.

were studying the relationship ( sometimes
conflict) between the original villagers and

However the scene was being set to

the newcomers, concern being expressed

accommodate the people who began to

that the two were not mixing well socially.

move from cities to country towns and

At about this time the effect of

villages from the early 1960’s. Post-War

mechanisation of agriculture was being
realised and the labour force was
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decreasing; old farm cottages were coming

circumstances, with a growing proportion

onto the open market and proposals were

of residents being able to travel by car to

being made to the planning authorities for

supermarkets, surgeries and other facilities

new houses throughout the accessible

in nearby country towns, undermining local

country-side. The Government responded

services including public transport. Two

with advice to the planning authorities and

particular areas of concern being

the public that new houses would not

expressed were that:

normally be permitted in open country

•

The rural poor were being

where services are too costly to provide;

marginalised- a concern that was being

the planning authorities responded by

allowed to dissipate in time.

selecting key villages for potential

•

that the village was becoming an

development and defining ‘envelopes’

anachronism without any raison d’être;

round other villagers to contain growth

a point not taken by the thousands who

( often having the effect of encouraging

made it their home.

infill on every open road frontage.)
Gradually the incomers began to
Between 1960 and 2010 nearly four million

outnumber the old residents so that by the

people left metropolitan England and

mid 1980’s, in a popular television series

Wales to settle in the cities, country towns

entitled The Countryside in Question’ the

and villages of the rural regions. This

claim could be made that nimby attitudes

major dispersal of population was enabled

were stultifying new development. Even so

by the construction of the motorways, the

there continued to be sufficient new

continued rise in car ownership and in

building that many people were concerned

owner- occupation. Farmers realised the

that it was neither in scale or sympathetic

value of historic village houses and moved

to the village, and out of that concern was

to more convenient new bungalows on the

born Ashtav, formed to offer mutual help

farm wherever allowed and many small

and to express a national voice for historic

new estates were built. In one study of a

rural places. By the 1990’s any residual

village near the M5 south of Birmingham

conflict between locals and newcomers

the researchers said that they felt they

had largely dissipated, the older incomers

were in a suburb rather than in a village.

becoming the new locals. The rate of

Listed buildings were being protected but

turnover of houses in many villages had

in town and village the historic character

reached 10% per decade, about the

was thought to be at risk,and from 1971

national average and most villages had

special control over development and

become part of a wider housing and

demolition could be exercised within

employment market area centred upon a

conservation areas defined to embrace the

nearby country town. At the same time as

historic parts of the village. At the same

people were moving into villages and

time, in the 1970’s rural services were

country towns so was commerce and

being adjusted to meet the new

industry. Most towns had their trading
15

estates and some small new businesses

their local plan both protects their historic

thrived in villages. As manufacturing and

character and meets their needs. Beyond

mining declined in the industrial areas and

this immediate situation, villages may be

the service sector became paramount, so

much affected by major infrastructure

the economic structure unified across city

proposals, further and greater flooding,

and countryside.

and other impacts of climate change,
energy policy and particularly decisions

Today, while some villages retain a link

taken on the controversial issue of

with their agricultural or mining past, most

fracking, food security, and the related

have become relatively wealthy places of

protection of farmland if the policy is to

local residence, politically strong and able

increase the proportion of home grown

to maintain property and such local

produce. Sixty years ago we did not

services as they wish. So what future for

anticipate the great change which was to

the village? Much depends whether the

overtake our villages; sixty years hence

dispersal of population and economic

who can anticipate what further changes

activity from metropolitan to rural areas

will have happened? As an Association we

continues and at what rate? The National

need to keep abreast of the challenges we

Planning Policy Framework guides new

face to assist when our members need our

development towards places where there

help and more generally to fulfil our claim

is close proximity between housing,

to be the voice of small historic places.

employment and services and where there
is adequate public transport and where
plans provide a supply of housing land to
meet at least a five year provision. Few
villages are likely to meet these policy
requirements, but it is still behoven for
local communities to consider whether
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Heritage Alliance Matters
culled by Ed Grimsdale

Planning Officers and
conservation officers alike. It
offers an easily accessible
summary of the duties of LPAs in
conservation matters, and is
especially valuable as it points
out that, alongside the ‘carrot’ of
sustainability, there is also a
regulatory ‘stick’. This will
usually come from the
Ombudsman, as our website
resources on local authority skills
record. However, even the
Secretary of State has a clear
and formal role if things are seen
to be slipping, and although to
date there has only been one
case of such high-level
intervention, perhaps this note
will stimulate calls for more!”

The Institute of Historic
Building Conservation [an
Alliance member] has published
a new guidance note on
Planning Authority duties in the
provision of appropriate
specialist conservation advice in
England. You may consult it at:
http://ihbc.org.uk/resources/
Guidance-Note-1.14-LPA-dutiesin-conservation-advice-inEngland-v301014.pdf

Mobilising Across the Nation

Published in November 2014,
the guidance note outlines the
key statutory and non-statutory
duties that Local Planning
Authorities have to provide in
terms of specialist conservation
advice. This IHBC Guidance
Note addresses threats,
opportunities and solutions. The
report suggests that the best
way for Local Planning
Authorities to address statutory
and corporate duties to
conservation is to have an
appropriate level of informed
professional advice accessible
across its planning service.
Sensibly, IHBC points to the
necessity of a LPA having a
Conservation officer to ensure
this.

to Build the Homes our
Children Need
This is the rather ungainly title of
the final report of the
independent review of housing
led by Sir Michael Lyons. An online copy may be accessed at:
http://www.yourbritain.org.uk/
uploads/editor/files/
the_Lyons_Housing_
Review_2.pdf

IHBC Membership Secretary
Paul Butler said:

The report outlines a number of
far-reaching changes to the way
the current housing and planning

“This is an excellent note that
should be appreciated by Chief
17

system works, alongside
producing a 'roadmap' detailing
how the next government can
increase house building to at
least 200,000 a year by the end
of the next Parliament.

The Future of Traditional Farm
Buildings
The Heritage Alliance, through
its Rural Heritage Advisory and
Spatial Planning Advocacy
groups has held a successful
workshop which discussed the
future of traditional farm
buildings ..

The report suggests that the two
underlying causes behind the
current lack of homes being built
(current average of 137,000
when at least 243,000 is
needed) are the shortage of land
being brought forward for
development, and secondly, a
lack of capacity to build homes
due to an over reliance on a
small number of house builders
(rapidly declined in last couple of
decades), coupled with the
withdrawal of a public sector
contribution to building. As a
result, the report creates a
roadmap outlining various policy
reforms to tackle the underlying
issues surrounding the housing
crisis, with the intention of
increasing house building by at
least 200,000 homes a year by
2020.

Held at Hendall Manor Barns in
East Sussex, and chaired by the
Head of Heritage at the Country
Land and Business Association
[an Alliance member]: Jonathan
Thompson, the workshop
examined the creation of a
collective strategy to ensure that
traditional farm buildings have a
viable future across England.
The workshop outlined the
current problems that traditional
farm buildings face, and then a
series of case studies of various
solutions from subsidy, support
through the agri-environment
scheme, to good quality
conversion to facilitate new uses
were presented.

The Report includes sections on
Land Supply, the creation of
fresh Garden
Cities and Garden
Suburbs and it
outlines
incentives to
ensure land earmarked for
building is used
with despatch.
Both the British
Property
Federation and
the Federation of
Master Builders
have welcomed
the report’s
findings.
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In the first session, Vince
Holyoak, Head of Rural and
Environmental Advice, English
Heritage, established the value
of traditional farm buildings
through an examination of the
evidence base, a study the
issues and opportunities they
face framed by the planning and
land management context. This
included an analysis of the
National Planning Policy
Framework, Greater Flexibility
for change of use, and
information on area and site
assessments. This was followed
by Jo Barnes, Historic
Environment Specialist, Natural
England who analysed the
public funding that is relevant to
traditional farm buildings; agrienvironment scheme funding
and the implications of New
Environment Land Management
Scheme.
In the second session, Ben
Greener, The Heritage Lottery
Fund, sketched its Heritage
Enterprise funding scheme, and
how this can be used within the
context of Traditional Farm

Buildings. Anthony Peers,
Deputy Chair, Ancient Monument
Society [an Alliance member],
gave an alternative perspective
on the future of traditional farm
buildings through examining the
Cheshire Plain, showing that
unlike other parts of the UK, its
overriding issue is a relative lack
of demand for, and economic
viability of, converted farm
buildings. Finally, Judith Norris,
from the Rural Planning
Practice countered that the
policy is there to support the
conversion of traditional farm
buildings either through the
NPPF or NPPG, but it is he way
it is interpreted where the policy
dilemma lies.
This was followed by an
afternoon session, chaired by
the chairman of the Spatial
Planning Advocacy Group,
Henry Russell, who examined
collective strategies and he
suggested the debate be moved
from one of 'planning battles'
towards caring more about
design.
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The Inspector says…
Extracts from the planning press selected and annotated by John Bishton

Flood Risk
The Welsh planning minister has
decided that flood risk poses too
great a threat to allow housing on a
mostly brown-field site within the
settlement boundary. It offered
affordable homes, to meet housing
need, settlement viability, open
space, and a reduction in
impermeable surface area, and
removal of a non-conforming use.
But it was a C1 flood risk site, so of
great risk to lives and property. The
inspector pointed to the weight
placed on avoidance of at risk sites.
The appellant pointed to mitigation
measures already in place and the
possibility of further investment yet
to be signed off by ministers. The
minister supported the inspector,
stressing avoidance of such areas.
DCS200-002-382

evaluation of the project is
paramount, and that is the
inspector’s role. He can’t concern
himself with the applicant’s
motivation. But he has to concern
himself with the capacity to cope
with what the site has to offer.

How has this arisen? What pre-app
advice was sought or offered? It
gives rise to very mixed reactions. A
planning appeal may be a last ditch
effort to rescue an investment of
time, capital and laudable
ambitions. What will happen to the
site and to its surroundings? It is not
enough to persist with refusal; so
what brief is there to take forward?
However, the need for objective

A lot may be deduced from this
example. First, we get an idea of
what, at least in some places, may
be considered to be a major
application. The numbers may be
low but there are other important
issues at stake, too. Even low
numbers can be too many. We need
to watch out for the first example of
a sustainable proposal supported by
the process.

Housing blocked in first “special
Measures Case
This application went straight to the
Inspectorate because the District
Council was judged to have under
performed in its dealings with major
applications. It relates to an app. for
220 dwellings on arable fields
outside a settlement boundary. The
inspector found it to be
unsustainable, conflicting with core
strategy policies that focus
development in or on areas
adjacent to Leicester. In the
inspectors view it could perpetuate
or aggravate unsustainable patterns
of commuting. It would also fail to
preserve or enhance the character
of a town Conservation Area, or a
Victorian park, and not making a
positive contribution to the area’s
character or distinctiveness. And it
would occasion the loss of the best,
most versatile agricultural land.
DCS 200-002-428
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Innovative design secures green
belt acceptance

A five-bedroom house proposed at
a farm in Buckinghamshire has
been found to be of sufficiently high
standard to overcome the Council’s
policy concerns. The plan contains
a disused yard, dilapidated
buildings and a track. A modern
design is proposed , much of it
underground, aiming to achieve
zero carbon targets using
Passivhaus principles. This included
seasonal thermal energy store that
the appellant said was untried and
innovative. He planned to monitor
the system’s capacity to store
enough heat generated by hot water
solar panels during the summer
months, to provide adequate heat
and hot water all the year. He said
the system would be tested over
three years, with the help from a

university to assess its wider

application potential. The council
claimed that if the store was allowed
to justify an exception, further
advances in energy efficiency could
be used to justify further exceptions,
and also that Para 55 of NPPF did
not apply to the green belt.
The inspector found nothing in the
Framework to support the latter
claim, in the case of truly innovative
design. In his opinion, Para 55 was
intended to promote innovative
design, including new techniques in
energy production, storage and use.
He concluded that these were very
special circumstances justifying
consent.
DCS:200-002-702
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One can understand the
nervousness of councillors about
backing a method tat might be

applicable in a great many desirable
locations, and involve much
disruption to the countryside. We
could be approaching
transformations to the landscape on
a parallel to those that took place

when the retail and armaments
barons of the late Victorian era built
stately home, but now on a more
democratic level Nevertheless, if
district heating can work in cities,
and the terrain and context in the
countryside can sustain such
initiatives they must be pursued. We
do it for water, why not energy? It
will, of course lead to evermore
detailed legislation and regulation,
making a nonsense of claims to
simplify planning, and needing high
quality judgements.

Neighbourhood plan takes
priority
An outline application in a Sussex
village for 120 houses, a care home
and community office and shops
has been rejected by the Sec.of
State, over-riding an inspector. The
site lay outside the settlement
boundary and was not allocated for
housing.
The minister agreed with the
inspector that there is a significant

shortfall in provision for the five-year
supply. that the choice of site would
not harm the locality, or the setting
of a listed building .It was also
accessible through existing and
proposed public transport.
However, he also gave
consideration to an emerging
Neighbourhood Plan, which stated
that homes would only be
permitted once drainage issues
22
had been completed and might
only accommodate 30 to forty
homes. He noted that in the period
since the submission of inspector’s
report, the neighbourhood plan had
made significant progress, and he
wished to take notice of it.It
proposed building elsewhere. The
council still lacked figures for
housing needs, so he proposed to
tip the balance in favour of the
neighbourhood plan.
On the same day, he allowed plans
for another 157 homes proposed in
the neighbourhood plan, but refused
a third appeal for 81 homes
including informal open space..
DCS No:200-002-611
There appears to be quite a lot of
scope for building in the
neighbourhood, and local
knowledge of the drainage issues.
The District Council appears to
have given its necessary support to
production of the neighbourhood
plan, and surveyed the site’s
possibilities, and it appears that
they will consider adopting the plan,
which could account for the delay
in its coming the minister’s
attentions. It is also clear that we
have an encouragement to promote
planning by the citizens, according
to the principles of the NPPF. At the
Labour Party conference it was
stated that Labour will not repeal
the NPPF

Barn >office>housing

Impact on landscape excessive

The conversion of three barns in the
Surrey green belt to housing has
been found to accord within the
scope of last year’s permitted
development rights for office
development change of use.
Permission had been given to
convert to office use, provided it did
not lead to any other class B
business use. The appellant relied
upon legal advice that the condition
did not over-rule para 1 of the
GPDO amendment 2013, subject to
prior approval of highways, flooding
and contamination issues. This
followed a precedent. The proposal
did not fall foul of green belt
openness.

This hit the headlines before it got
to the planning press, and it is
hardly surprising that it did. It relates
to the Gloucestershire valley made
famous by Laurie Lee, near to
Stroud and bordering the AONB.
There could hardly be a site more
desirable nor a more unsuitable
context for two applications,
however predictable. .But gut
reaction is not enough and planning
law has taken a significant step
forward with this decision.
The site forms part of the slopes of
the valley as it enters the town. The
appellants claimed that policies
seeking to control development that
adversely affected the AONB were
out of date because they imposed
unacceptable restrictions on
urgently needed new housing. They
pointed out that the relevant
paragraphs in the NPPF, (115 and
116) do not specifically mention the
impact on important landscape
areas. And they pointed to the lack
of a five-year supply and the
absence of a Plan, suspended! The
inspector recognised that para 116
was not relevant because
permission to build within the AONB
was not being sought. But National
Planning Guidance does require
decision makers to have regard to
the purposes of AONB’s , a material
consideration in his view. The Local
Plan policies had environmental
aims which do not go out of date. .
DCS 200-002-429.

DCS No:400-003-890
Draw your own conclusions

This is a piece of case-law that
might be invaluable. Law needs
Guidance. There are three prongs
to the Sustainability trident, Social,
Economic, and Environmental. So
Plans will have to look, in many
cases perhaps, at the context of
their area in locating new
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development. We need to ask: can
a proposal be said to protect and
enhance its context? The inspector
can’t always come to the rescue.
AONB’s are National assets
recognised in the Framework. But
they are very few, which perhaps
made the decision easier. There are
other contexts in which the
periphery matters More care used
to be applied to views out of
Conservation Areas than is now he
case, but inspectors now seem to
be giving it attention again. Sadly,
Special Landscape Areas now
count for little but Council members
do pay attention to advice from
landscape advisors

formed strong vertical elements in
the landscape. The turbine would
form part of a continually evolving
landscape. He also examined the
noise impact, and finally concluded
that the benefits outweighed the
harm .
DCS:200-001-934
Do we have quixotic view of
turbines? Most country places used
to have them, within walking and
carrying distance of
settlements;_they were and are
cherished, called windmills. The
difference is scale and materials
when experienced from close-by.
But we also had gas-holders until

Single turbine consent granted
near the Broads
Permission for a turbine 125 m, high
has been granted on an arable site
near the Broads., with an inspector
deciding that a development
management policy requiring
evaluation of alternative sites was
inconsistent with national policy.
The policy required evaluation of
alternative sites when the app.
affected the “setting”, and he
regarded these words as needing
explanation. Such a policy was too
onerous, requiring an unending
sequential test .He concluded that
in the area’s open landscape
neither the turbine nor the
supporting infrastructure would
result in the loss of significant
landscape features, nor would the
slim form obstruct views of the sky
and landscape. Examining the
setting, he said that though it would
have some impact,, the landscape
had been created by significant
human intervention, including the
use of wind-energy to pump water
and grind corn. Many drainagepump towers beside water courses

recently, on what we now call
brown-field sites.
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Council Housing Estimate
Successfully Challenged
An inspector has allowed an appeal
for up to 250 houses on a mainly
greenfield site in Cheshire, after
concluding that the applicant’s
evidence on housing land supply
was more accurate. It comprised an
area on the edge of a village. The
council accepted that the NPPF no
longer seeks to protect countryside
for its own sake. It relied on figures
from the revoked regional strategy.

The appellant made a case quoting
household growth, market signals
and economic growth, which led the
inspector to conclude that the fiveyear land supply could not be met
from the Council’s figures. He
agreed that what was proposed
would be sustainable. It also
provided 74 affordable homes, and
would qualify for a New Homes
Bonus, He was content that the
open field would be lost, while high
quality would be provided in the
master plan, and farm holdings
would remain viable despite losing
Grade 3a land.
DCS :200-09-543

the equation. Are the volume
builders committed to quality?. This
is not how villages grew into small,
viable towns, and bigger villages
become local centres that still an
identity.
But it might be another bit of
Tavasham territory. and could the
derivation of need be a subject for
an ASHTAV seminar?
Homes turned down over impact
of businesses
This relates to a site in Bedfordshire
that has an adequate supply of
home building land. The applicant
firm held it on a 125 year lease and
had re-located. Other businesses
remained on site. They had
marketed it without success. They
claimed that a noise assessment
showed that with an acoustic barrier
and suitable design future residents
would not experience unacceptable
noise levels . A recent core strategy
identified the site as suitable for for
employment. Its loss for that
purpose would not undermine the
strategy But the inspector was
concerned about the precedent and
undermining the strategy. He was
concerned that the noise mitigation
could not be sufficient to prevent
complaints that would affect
businesses already on the site. The
application was contrary to policy.

What tipped the balance when the
figures were not greatly different?
Perhaps the five-year factor. Why
did the council rely on out of date
figures? Because, it seems, unless
applicants fund expert input, we
now have no reliable method of
calculating need. A valuable source
of expertise has gone, unless costraising entrepreneurs supply it; can
they then be properly disinterested?
Isn’t that the job of D.C. council
departments co-operating in the
production of a Core Strategy or
deriving this vital data from higher
sources? Dispute over the level of
need is becoming a major stimulus
to appealing. But only the bigger
building businesses will afford to
take it on. Then quality comes into
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DCS: 200-002-557
This could have opened a big door.
There are many areas of our
landscape near to big towns with
quarries or brickfields to which it
might apply. But it is reminiscent of
the 19th cent custom of building
estates around chemical works in
the east of London and northern
cities. It does not bode well for
quality of life.

Historic under-supply leads to
successful appeal
An inspector has allowed 8 homes
on a green-belt site in Essex. It lay
between two settlements. The
council had sought to spread the
provision for undersupply over the
whole of their plan period. On that
basis they could show six years
supply.. They based their case on
another decision that preceded the
issue of the National Planning
Practice Guidance, which advises
that any previous shortfall should be
dealt with during the first five years
of the plan period. The site lay
between two settlements in an area

with no specific landscape
designation. It included urban fringe
and a busy road. Existing
vegetation could be enhanced to
increase the sense of separation.
DCS; 200-002-566
Clarity, anyway.
Village housing ruled out by
impact on locality
Plans for 200 houses on seven
hectares have been refused on the
edge of an Oxfordshire village after
an inspector ruled that they would
undermine the setting of a heritage
asset and have a harmful impact on
the landscape. The development
would surround a dwelling and
outbuildings, and though the
landscape was not rare or
designated, this would be
urbanisation. He also took into
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account the proximity of a Grade 2*
church with wartime burials. The
proposed lay-out could not be
mitigated by screening .
Furthermore, it would be served by
a single access road leading nowhere else, which is contrary to
national advice which seeks to
promote social inclusiveness and
the integration of new development
with its surroundings.
DCS No: 200-002-155
This was a pretty optimistic
application. Its value to us is the fact
that quality of design of a site is
important in otherwise unprotected
context.
Homes refused in advance of
Neighbourhood Plan
An appeal for 77 homes on
farmland in Wiltshire has been
turned down against the
recommendation of the inspector,
after being called in by the minister.
He ruled that the immediate benefits
of releasing the land do not override
the weight attributable to an
emerging local plan. The minister
said the balance was a fine one..
The L.A could not prove a five-year
housing land supply or identify sitespecific objections to the
sustainability of the site. On the
other hand he gave weight to the
opportunity offered by the plan
process for local people to express
their preference in getting the right

type of development for their locality
“while planning positively to support
strategic development needs”.
Although the Plan had not yet been
examined by the independent
examiner nor put to its referendum,
he said the NPPF and guidance
meant that it could now be given
significant weight. The inspector
had indicated that 25 sites for
housing had been considered, and
the appeal site came towards the
bottom of the list.
The minister acknowledged that the
Council now accepted the need to
review settlement boundaries and
do further work on identifying sites
for building. Taking account of all
these factors he found that
releasing the site could have a
demonstrable impact on the core
strategy and on the neighbourhood
plan.
DCS : No. 2000002-619
We now have a clearer statement of
the stage which a plan needs to
reach to qualify for being taken
seriously. This appellant can qualify
for some sympathy if his business
plan has been prejudiced by the
delay in production of the Core
Strategy, while it seems other
authorities may be penalised for
tardiness but presumably that could
still happen. There is no mention
here of any award of costs. Was the
site a sound choice?
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5 year deadlines

feel the area’s character would be
significantly harmed.
DCS No:200-002-209

A number of inspector’s reports
published in July began to make it
clear that the NPPF guidance was
beginning to bite, and to indicate
that some of the stalling was no
longer worthwhile.. They include a
large one in Worcestershire, five
hundred homes on thirty –four
hectares of agricultural land on the
development boundary edge of a
town, and another 265, on a site
adjacent to one with already
existing permission.
DCS No: 200-002-343

Could not some of these appeals
have been anticipated in the
drafting of the NPPF? We are in
danger of the brief document
leading us to appeal by precedent
and a great deal of expense and
delay, while inspectors deal with
enthusiastic objections loosely
worded It appears submissions for
examination could be more carefully
studied before being returned for
adoption That’s the legal end.
On the planning principles, it is now
clear that we shall hear little more
about new garden cities, while
existing cities and towns can be
extended “sustainably”. That,
however, places large villages and
small towns as the next in line.
Many of them could with advantage
be made more nearly viable- at the
risk of becoming identikits. that may
be the case in the special
circumstances of Oxfordshire and
the possible re-instatement of the
rail link with Cambridge. Would
there then be ambitions to extend
the link to the coast?

At the other end of the scale, an
application for 40 on the edge of a
settlement was allowed, despite the
council arguing that it would not
integrate, and would undermine
local character. A local plan policy
that proposals “should satisfactorily
complete the settlement pattern”
was rejected as too vague. In
addition the inspector applied the
5% buffer to the five-year supply
requirement as delivery had slipped
below the percentage.

And in Cambridgeshire an appeal
for 90 dwellings has succeeded,
because of a backlog of 1000
dwellings. The inspector found that
the appellants had discovered
persistent under-delivery during the
previous five years. The local plan
was some way off being adopted.
The appeal had been lodged four
months before its submission for
examination. The prematurity
argument was rejected by the
inspector. The site was part of a
proposed extension of the green
belt, but the inspector did not find
the “exceptional circumstances”
indicated in the NPPF, and it was in
a sustainable location. He did not
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Town and Village
by Ray Green

Town and Village was the title of the thesis

At the time, neither town nor village were

I submitted in 1952 towards my planning

certain of their future, the country town

degree, but not then realising how the

having suffered from the pre war recession

relationship between the two would

in farming and both town and village as yet

change and develop during the next sixty

unclear whether the Agriculture Act of

years. The thesis was a study about how

1947 would guarantee sufficient support.

the development of bus services around

The Scott Committee of Inquiry into rural

Luton and Dunstable had opened up for

land use had assumed the maintenance of

villages the prospect of work and leisure in

the agricultural labour force of some four

the towns, and had stimulated a demand

million; only a minority report anticipated
the effect of mechanisation on the
labour force and the consequential
rural depopulation which continued
until about 1960. In 1943 there had
been a conference on the future of
country towns at which it was
argued that their future depended
on the introduction of new light
industry, served by electrical
energy and improved
communication, both of which were
to be achieved eventually, but the
first growth came from the post war
provision of housing, and the new

for new homes in the villages when
services operated at the right times. The

education and health services.

study followed the improvements in
services from 1926 until 1951 about the

Government policy in 1945 rested upon

time they had reached their peak. The

two assumptions, that industry was

prospect of rising car ownership I

generally static in location ( and any major

overlooked but so did my examiners for

new investment would be directed to areas

they never raised the question.

of labour surplus) and that the pent up
need for housing would be met by local
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authorities in response to their new lists of
applicants. There were new estates in
almost all country towns and most villages
were provided with a small group, often
located at the edge of the village. There
was however an indication of planning
policies to come in that the County Map
drawn as part of the development plan
drew a distinction between villages with or
without basic public services. Also in this
post War period there was a programme to
extend electricity supplies and a Rural
Waste and Sewerage Act which offered
local authorities grant aid in provision of

would adjust the price to cover the cost of

these services. The outcome was to raise

commuting. At first the movement into

rural facilities to’ Urban’ standards which in

villages and country towns was relatively

turn satisfied those who in future would

low, although there was some strong

leave the city for the country. However for

opposition to the newcomers to the

the first Post War period from 1945 to

villages and to the new estates in country

1960 -70 the relationship between town

towns. The concern that the country was

and village remained much as it had been,

being overrun by city dwellers was taken

the village mostly supporting agricultural

up by the academic sociologists who made

production (or mining in some places), the

studies of how rural equilibrium was being

town being the primary centre of collection,

upset by conflicting views and attitudes;

exchange and distribution, and of personal

the issue went public in 1987 with a

and maintenance services.

television programme titled ‘The
Countryside in Question’ presented by

There was little anticipation of the changes

Howard Newby, a Sociology Professor at

to come, as motorways designed to link

the University of Essex. The programme

the major cities made the countryside

( and subsequent book) asked about the

more accessible and the rise in car

future of farming, whether villages could

ownership enabled increasing numbers to

survive and whether attention had been

live rurally and work in the cities. Many

diverted from the economic and social

thought it worth the cost of travel as it

problems of rural areas. However by then

would be compensated by lower prices of

newcomers had began to outnumber the

houses; some builders around the cities

locals or to put it another way, had become
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local and vociferous in defending their

growth, without it the country town would

village or town against further

have faced a bleak future.

development, somewhat unsuccessfully.
Between 1951 and 2001 the population of

The shift into country towns and villages

the rural regions increased by nearly 4

was partly matched by new enterprises,

million, from 9.4 to 13.3 millions, mostly by

many located on the new trading estates.

net inward migration. Village populations

Gradually the rural economy began to

gained a million; the rest was in the towns.

match that in the major cities. A study
commissioned by the Government in 1991

Housing estates were built round most

failed to find a recognisable ‘rural’

towns, service industry moved into new

economy, the result in part of the collapse

trading estates, and super stores opened

of manufacturing and mining in the

on the edge of town. The centre lost some

conurbations. By the late 1980’s country

of it’s economic viability, but with some

towns were amongst the most prosperous

unfortunate exceptions, reclaimed it’s

according to a study published under the

historic integrity. Today town centres are

title ‘ The Booming Towns of Britain’ ( Tony

still the social focus of the community with

Champion and Anne Green).

the library, cafes and restaurants,
specialist and charity shops. While many

Generally, social and economic conditions

people opposed and still oppose their

are as good in most villages and country
towns as in the better parts of the major
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cities; crime rates are low; a cleaner and

into the rural regions persists and the

greener environment, less overcrowding

National Planning Policy Framework

and a more peaceful atmosphere

supports sustainable development where

continues to attract both the retired and

jobs and homes can be co- located in

people of working age. A major

places also well served by transport, and

transformation has taken place bringing

services and facilities such as schools,

village and town into what are called

health centres and shops; which continues

‘housing and employment market areas’ in

to place new developments in country

which there is a choice of home and

towns and larger villages. It seems that

workplace, the two critical factors being

while the function of town and village has

work and travel. Should you ask what are

changed, the basic hierarchical pattern of

the most critical issues in the rural regions

rural settlement remains. However looking

the answer is likely to be the cost of

further ahead to the mid-century and

housing relative to earnings, poor bus

beyond are a number of anticipated

services and lack of opportunity for young

uncertainties which may again affect the

people. Nevertheless the desire to move

rural regions.
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How secure is our global financial situation

date the necessary will to take remedial

through which we can continue to import

action seems lacking. Overall the changing

energy and a wide range of food? At

global circumstances seem to point to ever

present we can afford to service debt and

greater self- sufficiency in which

an adverse balance of overseas trade, but

redistribution rather than growth will be the

energy and food security are rising issues

means to achieve political aims.

on the political agenda. With the vastly
increasing world population the

During the industrial revolution a new

competition for both food and energy

pattern of urban settlement was formed,

supplies is likely to intensify and we may

eventually leading to our present

need to raise home production

metropolitan regions, but leaving the

substantially and to protect agricultural

pattern of villages and country towns that

land as well as intensify production.

we have inherited largely undisturbed. A

Climate change is also a factor with

few years ago I wrote a paper for the

flooding and temperature variations

‘Town and Country Planning Association’

uncertain in their effects. Nuclear and

entitled ‘Rural Retreats’ describing how the

renewable energy already raise

Metropolitan regions were encroaching

controversy, as well as fracking if the

upon the Rural but also how people were

considerable shale resources are

retreating from the Metropolitan Regions to

exploited. The development of resources

live in the rural. For the present both

may on the one hand restrict the supply of

metropolitan expansion and the shift of

building land but on the other stimulate

population into rural areas is continuing

employment and the local need of housing

but for how long? Could both be curtailed

and related services. Between 1960 and

by policies restricting land development?

2010 the rural regions gained economic

And how critical could the land position

parity with the metropolitan regions and

become before such strong action would

Government policy is to promote growth

be seen as necessary.

wherever possible within the terms of the
National Planning Framework. However in

In conclusion I have a sense that great

the long term economic growth may be

change is on the horizon; hopefully it will

limited if the predictions of some

enable us to remove the cancerous parts

environmentalists prove correct; that we

of our major cities and to sustain and

might soon reach a situation where the

improve the quality of the built

economic structure collapses world-wide

environment to which endeavor our

due to overshooting environmental limits.

villages and country towns should continue

This scenario could be avoided but to

to play their part.
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Durslade Galleries
The building history and an appreciation from the Hon.Sec, of the Bruton Trust

Oudolf Field, Hauser & Wirth Somerset. Photo: Heather Edwards

Indoors and outside, we have a
comprehensive range of
contemporary art and sculpture
housed in a synthesis of historic,
functional buildings and new
commercial, multi-purpose spaces.
All are joined respectfully into the
landscape out of which the original
grew, and not imposed upon it,
meriting comparison in its courtesy
to the landscape context with
Ilfracombe’s theatre or even the
horizon-busting Tate Modern at
Margate. Here, one complex idea, a
number of talented collaborators, a
lot of money and many skilled
hands have come together to recreate a place for the sale of
contemporary art, in an historic
setting

The Autumn edition of Ashtav News
2013 carried a previous article on
this subject, to which new readers
are directed, on our website. That
was anticipation. Now, after six
months of the physical work against
the winter’s worst weather and the
clock, Hauser and Wirth have the
completed renovation of the historic
farm buildings, to make a house for
their visiting artists, three spaces
are converted to galleries, there isa
visitor centre for an educational
foundation and two new buildings
specifically designed as galleries.
Besides that, the other usual public
rooms. The exhibition space leads
towards a quiet courtyard and then
to a delightful new two acre flower
meadow.
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In five months, 50 thousand visitors
have passed through the gate,
since July 25th., (some of us quite
often). The owners predict 40, 000
per annum

1930’s Decay and unprofitability
begin. while other holdings are
enlarged and prosper.
1953, Courtyard of 4 buildings
Listed Grade 2. (At this time there
were also the categories of 3’s and

So this account focuses on the
conclusion that was aimed at and
by whom. It is a business and
ongoing, anticipating ever-changing
exhibits, unlike public galleries with
grander ambitions.
This fulfilment has lessons for
communities and their Planners
when confronted by decayed
Buildings at Risk, on determination
to stick to co-ordinated policies, the
value of luck, and the shaping of
policy by officers and members with
inputs continuously supplied by the
voluntary sector. And, in difficult
times, on rejecting temptations to
accept a less than satisfactory
escape route.
In August we learned that that over
50% of B.@ R had needed more
than £1 m. spent on them in the
past year, with an average deficit of
£450k on the enterprise. Charitable
entrepreneurs have plenty of
choice! We were fortunate that one
of the 97 rescues was Durslade..
(I’m just guessing, not quoting) But
the lesson is clear; Conservation of
cultural capital, and job creation,
can depend upon on new business,
in a rural area where the manual
element of the agricultural industry
has suffered job losses for the less
skilled. (In parallel, our flourishing
cheese industry is now also
increasingly technological.)

Hauser & Wirth Somerset, Threshing Barn.
Photo: Hélène Binet

Group Value.)
1967/8: Passing of the Civic
Amenities Act
1972, Bruton selected as first
Conservation Area in East
Somerset; Town centre in great
need. Top horror story for Civic
Trust News.
Issue of County Plan; Bruton
included within a Special
Landscape Area, (not a designation
now offering protection).

So, a little history:
Listed Buildings 1768; Picturesque,
a hybrid style, not much seen in the
West.

1982, Town Scheme included a
grant to rescue and re-locate
Durslade’s Granary. The sprat did
not catch the mackerel. Nothing
more could be persuaded.
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Hauser & Wirth Somerset, Subodh Gupta Untitled. 2008. Photo: Kevin Mitchell

1982; Biggest Flood since record
breaking 1917/ “Dam” built.

the remainder, including dual use
for the Threshing Barn! The
Economic Development Officer “is
unconvinced that the importance of
the site to the locality is
understood”! Section 48
(Compulsory Purchase) finally
invoked by Planning Committee;
Owners set £850,000 sale value;
District Valuer puts it at £650,000.
Action imminent despite anxieties
about potential costs to D.C.
Members united despite easier
options. Further Apps include
removal of a staircase from the rear
of the farmhouse, and bring the
issue within the remit of English
Heritage as Grade 2. Many
interested parties show up and
investigate possibilities, for schools
and to re-locate businesses.

1984 District Councils created.
Important town centre buildings
rescued with grant-aid.
1992, Repairs Order issued for
Durslade by South Somerset D.C..
2,000, Durslade chosen location for
filming.of Chocolat – simulating
decayed rural France.
2004, Death of the matriarch.
2005/6 Discussions begin with
family members, including a builder.
S.S.D C Historic Buildings Adviser
draws up a scheme, to be
completed by Oct ‘07 First App
made, seeking conversions to 4
dwellings and additional
houses .Adviser insists farmhouse
remains a single unit. Proposals are
made for Work-units/dwellings for

In 2011, Manuela and Iwan Wirth
purchased a nearby farm and set up
an office in the former Bruton
Gallery on the High St and
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envisaged a future for Durslade. It
changes hands!

farmyard, from which the new
galleries are scarcely perceived.
Roof lines, gables and materials
have been an especial concern.
Lintels and jambs of the new work
complement but do not clash with
the old. The new bricks are of a
different colour from the earlier
ones, not a discordant attempt to
match.

A new era has begun. Normal
planning procedures can take place,
within policy. There is no longer the
hassle of Enabling Development,
conversions and costings, and
subsidy from inappropriate
additional housing in the wrong
place.

The first huge sculptures are
extremely arresting. You could enjoy
the bucket, (already sold), while
eating outside under the canopy,
but you will have to walk by the
disquieting Ship of Fools, (not yet
sold), a concept which Plato used,
was transformed by church drama
in the Middle Ages, also used by
Brueghel; and is just as relevant to
our secular age. Its anger and
negativity are disturbing. Will it find
a resting place on Canary Wharf in
the Isle of Dogs or in Parliament
Square.? (How many visitors will
enjoy free entry because of it?) A
gigantic, steel arachnid provokes
interesting reactions.

Listed Building Consent was
granted in Nov 2012, and Planning
Permission in December.
This is not the first transformation of
high end sites by H and W. Working
with Louis Laplace from Paris.
Galleries have been created in
Zurich, out of a brewery, in New
York from a skating rink, and in
Piccadilly from a Lutyens designed
former bank. Chaired by Director
Alice Workman, a team was put
together, both international and
local. It included Somerset
architects Benjamin and
Beauchamp, Piet Oudolf,
international garden designer, and
builders from Bath, Emery’s and
Shepton Mallet, Ellis’s, together with
landscape contractors Petherick,
Urquhart and Hunt, from near-by
Castle Cary. Designing the site was
one shared, governing exercise..
“Walking the Landscape” is the
theme. It has to be experienced, (as
indeed does the nearby town).
Choices for the visitor of what to do
next are many - eat now, walk in the
meadow, study the sculpture, prints,
paintings or be drawn along through
the galleries by the “unravelled
promenade”, to the already
glimpsed meadow, passing through
the synthesis of outdoor sculpture
and planting that make the cloister
garden,

The entrance to the former cowhouse takes you past the desk, into
a well-stocked bookshop and
thence to the Bistro in the cow-stalls
or on to the former piggery. The
bistro is crowded, behind the open
counter, with objets trouves. There
are many more of these nostalgic
items carefully chosen and spread
around the site, beautifully crafted
things of perhaps unconscious art,
and every one worth a pause. The
old cart-sheds on the opposite side
of the courtyard are now lecture
space and learning centres. The
great stables are now the offices.
The threshing barn looks both ways,
as it always did, but is now
enhanced by lovely doors. It is hard
to believe the Victorian cow-stalls/
restaurant is the first structure to be

The walk begins in the car-park,
passes through the former
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sited there, closing out the yard;
they are on an 1888 map.

buildings have gone or are
absorbed, Some making useful
stone available.

After the piggery/gallery we find a
highlight, the cloister garden, with a
colonnade made from a mix of
ground Doulting stone quarried at
nearby Vobster and cement. It is
much more than a courteous nod to
the best stone in Bruton in itself, It is
a fabrication that will outlast its
sources and the material is
beautiful. Within this intimate
courtyard Piet Oudolf has made one
of his most important contributions,
small trees that will form canopies
and beds that introduce the visitor
to some of the species in the
meadow. The architects have
contributed restrained, calm and
restful colours to roofs and varied
angles and pitches, not competing
with what they adjoin, above all in
the heights and materials. The main
gallery is comparable with any
other, measuring 21m long, 11 wide
and 7 high, and well lit. The new is
aligned with the old. Inside and
outside the transitions are scarcely
perceived. Inside, the buildings do
not compete with their surroundings
or their contents. They just showcase them. The scale is human and
restful.

After the ramble, we are led back to
whence we came. The field was
once an orchard, on the gentle
slope at the east of the plateau on
which the farm was created.
Durslade is at the confluence of
streams from east and south; two
still lead west, underground, to the
neighbouring fight of fishponds,
belonging to an Augustinian Abbey
that stood behind the parish church,
across the track turned to road, and
all within the now diminished park
Classical containment by retained,
layered, native hedges allows a
view of a rising field at the south
and the woodland remnants of
medieval Selwood forest, still called
Marydown Wood. At the top of the
slope looking back over the farm we
have a glimpse at west of the
Dovecote above the town. An
adjacent, fifty-year old line of
maples on the King’s School sports
ground lends a bonus of form and
scale. Creech Hill and RomanoCeltic Lamyatt Beacon loom to the
north.
The meadow garden is the product
of Oudolf’s co-operation with
PU@H. Nowhere is the subtlety of
the blend of the works of man in
agriculture and in garden–making
better disguised than in this twoacre meadow. Oudolf has used 115
different varieties of plants, some
specially bred in Holland, to
populate the irregularly shaped
beds, made from 26 thousand
herbaceous perennials and
including many grasses. They are
selected to complement the local
flora. Oudolf is, above all, interested
in the lasting form of his plants but
the tints of the flora in bloom and
afterwards are attracting some of us

(Anyone further interested is
referred to the website
www.hauserwirth.com )
Finally, we are led to perambulate
Oudolf’s meadow, teasingly labelled
“classical “, It is rectangular with
paths through and around,
patterned symmetrically but really
an entirely modern creation. By
1890 the original systematic
ensemble had become an organic
growth with machine sheds and a
milking parlour under a modern
farmer. The town-based workers
even had a breakfast room. Most of
these unrecognisable, roofless
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to repeat visits Some of the plants’
ancestors can be found across the
road in the Abbey Park, survivals
that are part of our national 5%
remnant of flower-rich meadowland.
There is a permissive path along
the side of the unrestored ponds,
landscaped when Durslade was
built. It provides safety for
pedestrians going to the town. It can
be accessed from the car-park.
Space has been granted there for
gardeners from the town to have
prolific allotments on centuries old
pasture.
Over a kilometre of curved ironwork
was made to contain the planting.
The choices can be studied on a
special pamphlet bought at the
desk. But it does not reveal the
engineering of the beds themselves,
all mounded to assist drainage and
planted to advantage the moisture
lovers at its west, and to help the
plants that prefer drier ground
higher up the hill. They give
variation in height and seasonal
interest, as will, in due season, the
bulb planting. Vast amounts of local
stone were broken up to improve
drainage of the clay. In the outer
landscape at the south-east bund
and trench have controlled the

water flow, and created the illusion
of a wider landscape and obscured
a necessary car track. Crumbling
dry-stone walls have been rebuilt,
Mendip-style at the roadside by
local craftsmen. The mixture of treeplanting with sculpture –some you
can sit on- reminds you that this is
all man-made.
Garden lovers on a journey from
Wiltshire to Cornwall will be
breathtaken. It is only six months
old as a garden and already
interesting. Its beds will coalesce. I
shudder to think of the
maintenance.
Then you make the return journey
to the car-park in the kitchen
garden, perhaps pausing for a
collation under the awning, where
the cows no longer gather in a
muddy farm-yard fondly
remembered by locals.
The enterprise is not just a market
for international art. Already it is
attracting regular customers for
lectures, seminars and activities,
reminding me of the former
Dartington set-up. We have been
fortunate.

Planting Design for the Perennial Garden at Durslade Farm, September 2012
© Piet Oudolf. Courtesy the artist and Hauser & Wirth. Photo: Alex Delfanne_
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IT Corner
Using smartphones to promote tourism
by Dr Adrian Burden Key IQ Malvern

A number of robust, low cost QR (Quick
Response) Codes have been deployed
and tested on the Malvern Hills and in
some of the surrounding towns and
villages to disseminate tourist information
about the local area.
The trial was started at the end of 2011 by
Key IQ Ltd with the support of the Malvern
Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty,
and in collaboration with the Malvern Hills
Conservators and the Malvern Hills District
Council. As such, the project has now
generated about 3 years of usage data.
The QR Codes were fabricated using a
polymer composite material that has been
shown to be robust and weather proof.
They were affixed using screws or exterior
adhesive to a variety of locations and have
generally remained in place over the
period with few replacements needed. The
locations trialled were in the main town of
Great Malvern with QR codes affixed to
the pay and display parking meters and on
a few other key locations in the town such
as near the railway station, Priory and
Priory Park.

existed, but also adding them to benches,
water spouts and rocky outcrops that
would otherwise not have any information.
Areas of the Hills do receive mobile phone
coverage but the data rates tend to be
limited to 2G / GPRS. The QR Codes
enabled updated and location-relevant
information to be disseminated to the user,
and also to provide information about
nearby businesses such as cafes, pubs
and shops.

When these QR Codes are read, the user
obtains a mobile-device friendly web page
with a simplified map showing the route
from the location to the town centre and on
up to the Malvern Hills. The aim was to
promote the businesses in the town and
help direct visitors as they headed towards
the hills.
Great Malvern enjoys 3G / Edge mobile
phone coverage in many places so
enables data to be transferred relatively
quickly. The other part of the trial was to
place them on the Malvern Hills, in more
exposed locations where people may seek
information about their surroundings.
Locations included adding them to the
existing information boards where they
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This is a useful first step in enhancing the
visitor experience and improving the visitor
economy. The effectiveness of the QR
Codes can to some extent be investigated
using Google Analytics. Each time a code
is read in the field and a webpage visited,
the event is registered and information
about the device used, the pages visited,
and the date / time of the visit logged. This
helps to buildup a picture about how the
QR Codes are used, and how this
correlates with the town / countryside
locations and other factors such as the
weather, season, public holidays and
other local events happening at a
particular time.

The visitor sees on their mobile device a
Wi-Fi hot-spot called 'Info-Point' to which
they can connect without any password
(unless you choose to restrict access). You
can use posters and leaflets to encourage
visitors to connect their device, though
many will find it anyway. It's the same as
they would do at home or at an internet
cafe.

Another outcome of this QR Code project
in Malvern was the realisation that a
variety of technologies could be used to
help visitors at a tourist destination.
Moreover, it was clear that players in the
tourism industry were generally unsure
how new technology might be used
effectively to benefit their business or
organisation. Consequently, Key IQ set
up the Technology for Tourism initiative in
Malvern to bring tourism promoters and
technology providers together in a forum,
and to offer a network to share best
practice. The aim is also to provide
testbed opportunities in the Malverns
where new technologies can be deployed
and tried in a live tourist environment.
More details of this initiative at
www.techtourism.net
If your heritage asset has a generous
donor or sponsor, Info-Point is a very
powerful and sophisticated means of
disseminating information. It makes
digital content available across a specific
locality. Nearby users can browse that
information using their smartphone or
tablet. The user connects to the Info-Point
Wi-Fi 'hot spot' and navigates the
information with their browser – just as if
they were browsing the real web. You
upload your information (text, images,
documents, audio, video, games or apps)
direct to the Info-Point unit via its
Wi-Fi using a laptop or tablet.

Having connected to the Wi-Fi, the user
opens their browser, which is directed to
the home page. From there they can
navigate the content you have uploaded
using on-screen menus. They can't browse
the wider internet or open emails etc. as
they are only able to access what is on the
Info-Point unit that they are connected to.
Info-Point is a small self-contained unit. It
has a solid-state web server that links a
users' browser directly to its internal web
site via a built-in Wi-Fi. It does not require
anything other than electrical power, which
can if you wish be provided by a battery
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and solar power set-up. It does
not connect to the Internet or any
other network, including mobile
phone networks or your own
broadband. This means that it is
completely secure and selfsufficient and has no ongoing
charges, for you or your users.
One unit can serve up to 150
metres radius, and multiple units
can be distributed to form
information hot-spots across a
wide area.
The use of standard web
technology means that, unlike
native apps that work only with a
specific type of phone, Info-Point
is compatible across all webbrowsing devices as well as being
considerably future-proofed as
mobile hardware advances. It
comes with an easy to use
content authoring system, so you
don't need web expertise. You
simply upload your images,
documents, videos etc. and type
in what written information you
want displayed as titles,
descriptions, and navigation
buttons. Info-Point will take care of
the layout and formatting, and
even re-size your images to fit. If
you have web authoring skills you
can do lots more, including build
your own style of web site and
interactive web apps.
Malvern Town Walk App
This was as inspired by the Technology for
Tourism meetings at Key IQ.

Radar during and after the war. It is now
timely to preserve and celebrate the
heritage.

In the previous issue we wrote about the
town guide app for Malvern. Since then
we have changed the software to Adobe
Flash and added another two walks
Malvern Priory and Springs and Wells, with
a fourth under construction: Malvern
Technology History. For those unfamiliar
there was a huge influx of technology,
engineers and physicists to develop

The app is still only available as an
Android app but can be downloaded from
the Android Play Store as Malvernwalks.

See directors blog on a tablet page 83
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Electric Vehicles (EVs) are Tethered Visitors
by Dan Wild

OK, there are not a lot of us EV drivers- yet.
But canny business and towns have cottoned
on to the fact that a tethered visitor who is
charging their car for a couple of hours is going to spend time and money where they are.
Businesses which have recognised the potential are Asda, Ikea, Waitrose and Sainsburys.
Best Western Hotels plan to complete installation in all their hotels this year. An increasing
number of individual businesses have also
seen the light.
There are sceptics, probably most famously
Jeremy Clarkson, but would you back him
against the combined business brains of the
above enterprises?

Already EV drivers are choosing destinations
where recharging is possible when planning
their tourism.

There are generous central Government
grants available to parish and town councils to
install EV charging points. These grants will
not be available for ever, so now is the time to
take he plunge. Start at the Government Office
for Low Emissions Vehicles (OLEV)

Lobby your town or parish council to have a
charging point or two installed. We EV drivers
have more money to spend in your town as we
haven't spent money on petrol to get there.

Many will know the story “Build it and they will
come.”

An event “ EVs in Historic Towns and Villages “
is planned for May 2015 at Kellogg College.

Yes, this photograph of EV’s charging at the Malvern Sp[ash car park was staged, but without staging you
wouldn't get to see the experimental +E Morgan!
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Extracts from Members Newsletters
Edited by Anne Locke

TOWCESTER & DISTRICT LOCAL
HISTORY SOCIETY’S November
newsletter contained details of a
“Show & Tell” memorabilia day
being the Society’s contribution to
Towcester Area WW1
Commemoration. Visitors brought
family mementos and stories were
recorded. An exhibition was also
mounted of uniforms, weapons,
photographs and documents
contributed by the Society and Phil
Hemming of Towcester Library.
Among the items recorded were a
set of drawings and photographs of
WW1 observation balloons, wartime
diaries and letters and pieces of
stained glass from the remains of
Ypres Cathedral.

Later it passes through Bath and
Wells, ending near the Stonehenge
complex of monuments.
Come October and 21st Century
technology failed in Towcester, so
their speaker, Juris Trede gave his
talk on “The Battle of Britain”
without visual aids. He drew a vivid
picture of the RAF in September
1939; just 400, old, Blenheim
bombers designed to bomb bridges
and 6 squadrons of Hurricane
fighters, with fabric cover, wooden
propellers and no armour. Air to
ground communication was poor,
wireless primitive, no
communications between the RAF
and Army and no command centres.
Norway and Denmark were overrun
in early 1940, followed in May by
Holland, Belgium and France. The
RAF were shot down with ease and
did not slow the German advance.
Four Hurricane squadrons were
sent to France on 12th May and 32
more aircraft a day later. The
French requested Spitfires but Air
Chief Marshall Sir Hugh Dowding

Their September meeting
concerned the Jurassic Way, a
ridge of 150-200 million limestone,
the top of which has been used as a
track since ancient times. Their
speaker, Malcolm Deacon,
described the 88 mile section of the
route-way that passes through
Northamptonshire now designated a
long distance footpath running
from Stamford in Lincolnshire to
Banbury in Oxfordshire. It starts
in Wetwang in the Yorkshire
Wolds, north of the Humber
where several chariot burials
have been found. One, found in
2001, contained the skeleton of a
woman and was similar to burials
found near the river Marne in
France. The Roman Ermine
Street follows the same route
which passes through Lincoln –
itself a pre-Roman settlement –
whilst further south it passes
through or near Iron Age camps
at Harringworth and Hunsbury
Hill, Northampton, close by the
Rollright Stones (2–3,000 BC).
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maintained he could not be a
‘proper’ archaeologist as he had
never spent a week in a leaky
tent”! Her knowledge of Roman
Pottery was extensive and the
archaeological work that she
and her husband Paul
undertook created the
foundations on which their
present understanding of the
Roman Town Lactodorum had
grown.

The RAF made effective use of its
limited resources by means of radar
and command and control centres –
the first experimental detection of
aircraft by radio waves was carried
out near Litchborough, just north of
Towcester, and anti-radar coatings
for buildings and ships were
developed at Caswell and
manufactured in Litchborough and
at the North End Chapel in
Towcester. In the final phase of the
Battle of Britain the Luftwaffe
losses, bombing London, were so
high that the invasion of England
was cancelled. The total losses
were Luftwaffe 1,554 and RAF 883.

Charmian wrote in July 1966
“The defences in this area are a
tragedy. They could have been
one of the sights of
Northamptonshire, for the late 2nd
century wall survived and a great 4th
century corner tower, and the
impressive wide 4th century AD
moat, with its Royal (Edward the
Elder) Anglo Saxon successor, its
medieval successor and the works
of Prince Rupert of Hesse in the
Civil War. Very impressive 60m
Roman defences were largely
destroyed, mostly by Sponne
School, with a fine display of
ignorance and arrogance, or by a
government body, despite the site
being officially protected. The 1954
pre-Swimming bath excavations
also revealed structures from the
Roman conquest period, including a
substantial town house with
tessellated floors, heating tiles and
painted plaster walls – the only
recognisable, although badly
knocked about, piece left of the
defences of what was no mean
Roman town. We do find this lack
of civic pride incredible……….

A heartfelt tribute to Charmian
Woodfield follows, a lady who was
involved in many rescue digs,
including that at Sponne School in
1954. As Brian Giggins wrote “she
was quite a character, recalling how,
at a planning enquiry she had

STOW & DISTRICT CIVIC
SOCIETY’s summer newsletter just
missed inclusion in the last edition
of Ashtav News but contained three
particularly fascinating pieces, the
first on the history of Hidcote Manor
Gardens, a second entitled

refused to supply them, realising
that he needed to keep aircraft in
reserve for the defence of England.
During Dunkirk, when 340,000
troops were rescued, 66 Hurricanes
were lost. All that remained for the
defence of England were 331
Spitfires and Hurricanes.
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‘Greyfriars, Leicester & the
Search for Richard III’, a talk by
Richard Buckley who was lead
archaeologist for the project held
over from April due to our speaker
attending the Palace for his OBE!

what was highly likely to be Richard
III. The wounds to the head and
buttocks, the scoliosis of the spine,
the arrowhead and the carbon
dating is well documented, but the
DNA tests were the final proof.
These tests were given greater
weight by the existence of another
descendant, living in Canada, who
has declined to be named. The High
Court decision on his final resting
place was awaited but now it is
known they have ruled Richard III’s
remains should stay in Leicester
Cathedral and not York.

The search for Richard began with
a phone call and whilst some
historical reports said Richard’s
remains were thrown into the River
Soar, the extent of earlier finds in
the city centre and location of the
Greyfriars site encouraged further
research into the events of that day
in 1485. It was known that
Richard’s body was thrown over a
horse and taken to Leicester to
prove he had been killed, before
being taken to Greyfriars church.
Extensive studies of old maps
proved the location of this, but the
available area for excavation
comprised 10% of the total site, with
£15K available for the search, which
included restoring the car park.
Time and resources were tight.
That research pointed to the most
likely locations to dig trenches.
Results of the first two confirmed
the location whilst the third trench
revealed the skull and bones of a
high status burial.

Hidcote Manor Garden was
created by Lawrence Johnston,
born in Paris in 1871 of American
parents who moved to the States in
1875. However, he went to
university in Britain, became a
British subject in 1900 and joined
the Army. In 1907 his mother bought
the 300 acre Hidcote Estate and
Lawrence, after fighting in the Boer
War and WW1, started developing
the garden in 1926, a project which
continued for the next 40 years.
Their speaker, Andrew Hunt, had
recently been appointed as Garden
Curator and his first aim was to
understand what Lawrence
Johnston wanted his garden to be.
A gardener who disliked
“regimental” planting schemes, he

Further investigations showed they
had indeed found the remains of
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planted what he wanted where he
wanted it. A reserved character, he
took pleasure in walking his garden
alone and as the gardens became
known and a focus for visitors, he
would welcome them but then retire
to another part of the garden,
returning after they had left.
Hidcote is now Grade 1 listed and
paths have been widened and
sports turf technology employed to
cope with the increased wear and
tear of visitor’s feet. Several miles
of hedging were planted for
protection from the wind, 17 in all,
which need trimming for two days a
week for three months of the year!
Electric hedge trimmers are now
used as they are quieter and lighter
to handle, with power points
installed around the gardens for this
purpose. Most were box, but sadly
recently infected with box blight,
which necessitated their removal
and burning. These are being
replaced with a new variety of ilex.
Whilst there have been changes,
the ‘spirit of the place’ is retained.
The pillar garden contains yew
pillars, the same number as the
members of Lawrence’s regiment in
the Army, interspersed with his
favourite peonies.

Society in full Civil War costume, he
unveiled a plaque to inaugurate the
exhibition in the lobby of Stow’s
library.
On display are several pieces of
seventeenth century armour, a
musket, two pike staffs and a
gigantic broad sword. Stow
acquired its valuable collection of
military paraphernalia in 1948 from
a Captain

The Museum Cabinet
Inauguration brought Robert Hardy
to Stow to perform the final duty,
following its long period of design
and commission. “Robert Hardy,
star of All Creatures Great and
Small and more recently Harry
Potter, when handed the
microphone announced in booming
tones, to laughter from the crowd, ‘I
don’t believe I need this’. He also
confessed to communicating with
the ghosts on ancient battlefields
and might be able to pinpoint the
exact site of the 1646 Battle of Stow
which has always been regarded as
something of a mystery. Flanked by
members of the Sealed Knot

Christie Crawfurd. He had visited
the town with his wife in the 1930s.
She became ill there, and he was
so struck by the kindness of the
people of Stow that he bequeathed
his collection of historic artefacts to
the town. A few items were on show
in St Edward’s Hall, but during the
Stow Festival in 2011, two civil war
helmets were stolen. This event
was followed by the good news that
the Battlefield Trust had obtained
some funding, sufficient to carry out
a ‘low budget’ limited survey of the
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battlefield area. Sadly it was a little
late to arrange the survey prior to
the land being put under the plough,
though that left a number of
possible locations, including the
plateau near Donnington known as
the ‘traditional’ location where the
monument had been placed.

Abbey. The people of Stow had
access for leisure purposes for
hundreds of years and sheep once
grazed there. Gloucestershire
Cricket Club played a match there
in 1870 and it is said that Jack
Hobbs was part of that team! In
WWII the US Army used it for
training tank drivers, which cannot
have done much for the surface of
the pitch! By then it was part of the
Abbotswood Estate who sold it to
Stow for £1,000. There is a public
right of way across the field, with its
lovely distant views, to the far SW
corner. Despite all the extensive
research, the Chairman of the
Enquiry explained that his brief was
to consider the application solely in
the light of the use of the land in the
previous 25 years, a decision is
awaited. There follows a
fascinating account of a visit to
Frampton on Severn, a real gem
which not only boasts the longest
village green in the country but also
has not one, but two historic
houses, both situated close to the
River Severn and Sharpness Canal.
Its high water table and low lying
land provides an excellent
environment for plants which they
observed were far more advanced
and lush than those in Stow! Their
tour started with coffee in the Wool
Barn and a talk by the wife of the
present owner, Janie, of the history
of the family and the two houses.

There was interest in an article
written by Tony Spicer, a long time
proponent of the “traditional” site,
setting out his theory on the location
of the original Saltway through
Longborough which he considered
was the route followed by Sir Jacob
Astley on his way to Stow and
Chipping Norton. Tony also
suggested in his article that it was
intended, once Sir Jacob met with
the King’s men at Chipping Norton,
that he and his forces would
accompany them to Banbury to try
and regain possession of that town
from the Parliamentarians. After
many days and nights of marching,
this would have been a tall order
indeed! See
ww.chippingcampdenhistory.org.uk/

then Publications, then Notes and
Queries Vol VII then VII, 6, Spring
2014.
Stow’s Autumn Magazine
announced a 2 day Inquiry into an
Appeal by Bovis Homes, as the
District Council maintained it had
sufficient land available to meet the
future housing requirements of the
Strategic Plan. Society members
were encouraged to attend. Their
magazine also contained details of
a recent application from a Stow
resident to have the QEII field
redesignated as a village green.
Research had revealed an
interesting history. Originally owned
by Evesham Abbey as part of the
Manor of Maugersbury, it was
acquired in 1250 by the Earl of
Cornwall and then granted to Hailes
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The Clifford family remain in
possession of both, with links
to Stow. The Cliffords were a
Norman family who were
granted possession of Clifford
Castle, now ruined, in
Herefordshire, on a cliff beside
a ford on the River Wye –
hence the name - as well as
the estate at Frampton. Walter
Clifford’s wife Isobel gave birth
to a daughter, who became
known as Fair Rosamund
because of her beauty. She
was introduced to King Henry II
and they became lovers, her
influence securing the Clifford’s
tenure of the Castle for many
years. The family were
established in Frampton in the
11th C, the Manor House being built
in stages between the 13th and 17th
C – the Wool Barn itself being dated
1550. The conducted tour of the
house revealed many interesting
features as it is a family home, not a
museum. The afternoon visit was
to Frampton Court for a contrasting
view of an 18th C Palladian style
house built in 1730 by Richard
Clutterbuck, John Clifford’s great
grandson. He passed it to his
sister’s grandson Nathaniel, who
took the name of Clifford by Royal
Consent. The family flourished
throughout the 19th C but later Major
Henry Clifford was killed in WWI,
leaving a baby daughter to inherit.
She and her husband eventually
made their home at the Manor and
later moved to Frampton Court.
Their son Rollo inherited the estate
and he and his wife Janie continue
to run it from the Manor. To
commemorate the beginning of
WWI, St.Edward’s Church held a
concert consisting of recitals, songs
and readings from Gloucestershire
composers and poets. The theme
of many of the readings echoed the
longings of the young soldiers for

their homes and the local Cotswold
countryside so far away.
EVESHAM CIVIC SOCIETY’s
Autumn newsletter reports progress
on the Town Plan which they
believe includes many of the ideas
put forward by the Society who had
representatives on different working
groups. The state of the Market
Place has been reviewed by David
Way and Colin Tether and the latter
has drawn up a plan, highlighting
the areas which need attention.
They had in mind a ‘spring clean’
rather than full refurbishment
bearing in mind the state of local
government finances! It is to be
presented to the Town Council in
the hope of its gaining their support
in a submission to the County
Council. CYCLING is very much in
the news in Evesham. Did you know
the Tour of Britain passed through
the town on the 10th September
last? So cycling was also
celebrated with a series of events in
the Churchyard on Sunday 14th – all
in aid of the Bell Tower Fund. The
Civic Society shared a stand with
the Historical Society to display
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photographs of both groups’
activities. As a result it has been
decided to work more closely
together in future, given the overlap
of interest in protecting the town’s
historic buildings. The Talbot Inn in
Port Street was a case in point
where it is agreed the architects in
charge of the refurbishment are
doing an excellent job. It is
rumoured when finished the ground
floor will be a restaurant with flats
above. Waitrose has submitted a
design for its new store in Merstow
Green. The artist’s impression was
not very inspiring. When attending
a WMASSA meeting at Knowle,
David Way heard that the Waitrose
plans for a new store in Knowle
excited enormous controversy.
After much debate and several resubmissions an acceptable design
was at last arrived at. Perhaps the
Society should also demand a
design more sensitive to the area.
The Management Plan for the
Abbey Precinct was the subject of a
meeting with Worcestershire
Archaeological Society which
should put the project on a firmer
basis and there is some optimism
that protection of the ambience of
the Abbey ruins will be incorporated
in the Town Plan. Sir Henry
Fowler was born and bred in
Evesham. He went on to become
Chief Mechanical Engineer of the

Midland Railway and then London,
Midland & Scottish Railway
Company (LMS), at that time the
world’s largest transport
organisation in the world. The
Chairman of the Vale of Evesham
Historical Society, John Kyte, has
just published a book of Sir Henry’s
life. A contemporary of Sir Nigel
Gresley who designed the
celebrated Pacific locomotives,
including Mallard which still holds
the speed record for steam at 126
mph. Sir Nigel was the Chief
Mechanical Engineer of the London
^ North Eastern railway, the main
competitor to the LMS. Sir Nigel
has been rightly honoured and there
are blue plaques indicated where he
lived and where he worked. Sadly
the premises where Sir Henry spent
his early life have been demolished
and replaced with a more modern
building although that next door
survives, and is Grade II listed. It is
thought the family upholstery firm
used this, but an approach to the
present owners has not as yet
received a response. Now an
alternative has been suggested, the
old Midland Railway station building
opposite Evesham Station. Aptly
named the Signal House it has
been beautifully renovated and is
used as offices. A Blue Plaque on
the old station building appears
most appropriate as it is a fine
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example of Midland Railway
architecture and would have been
used by Sir Henry on his journeys
as a boy and later when he came to
visit his relatives in Evesham. This
could form a joint project with the
Historical Society and John Kyte
must be credited for his work in
bringing this remarkable man of
Evesham to everyone’s notice.
Two Summer Outings, the first to
Devizes and Great Chalfield
Manor and the second to Berkeley
Castle and the Jenner Museum,
both of which were much enjoyed
and very informative. Tourism - is
the town falling short in realising its
potential as a tourist destination?
The 750th anniversary of the Battle
of Evesham occurs in 2015 so could
this not be the catalyst to put
Evesham on the national tourism
map. The much loved Almonry
Heritage Centre requires major
works and it might therefore be the
time to consider the ground floor of
the Town Hall as a Visitor Centre,
possibly incorporating the Tourist
Office and a series of displays
highlighting the role of Simon de
Montfort in establishing
parliamentary democracy in
England. The future of The Almonry
is on the agenda for the next Town
Council meeting when such ideas

could possibly be aired. The
Riverside footpath which leads
from the lock keeper’s cottage to
Common Meadow has given
members cause for concern and
following contact with the local
voluntary footpath wardens, the
County Council has taken action to
clear weeds and overhanging
branches. Hardcore has also been
laid over one particularly muddy
stretch so the footpath is again
usable. Sadly the ugly fence
erected by David Heritage to give
additional privacy to the moorings
remains. As this whole area, plus
the former gasworks site, has
passed into other ownership the
possibility of developing this key
riverside area as an amenity for the
town may be lost.
THE LYME REGIS SOCIETY
Autumn newsletter “All Over the
Town” starts with the Chairman,
Chris Savory’s report which
unusually contains the news that
their Executive now has several
new additions to its Committee. As
their Chairman commented “The
Society is fortunate to have
members willing to undertake these
roles which are essential for the
Society’s effective operation”.
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Peter Coe’s planning news was also
upbeat in that the refusal of the
application for development of
Whistler’s Wood had been upheld
by the Planning Inspector. An
application to Dorset County
Council to allow landfill of inert
waste on the Driving Range at the
golf course was approved in
September 2013 and the Society
took a neutral view of this
application as the land will be made
good in five years. However, there
is growing local opposition to the
proposal which is aimed at getting
the Environment Agency to refuse a
licence. The conversion of the Bay
Hotel Garage into a small hotel was
approved , despite concern about
parking, but the major development
on the Sidmouth Road to the west
of Lyme could have a major impact
on the town. Other applications
were anticipated, including
proposals for the Monmouth Beach
area and the extension to the
Museum – both hopefully less
contentious!

between 19 and 22 depending on
the source. Monique was the fourth
youngest. The close links between
the family and the British Regime
are shown by James, her eldest
brother, being appointed to the first
Executive and Legislative Councils
of Upper Canada in 1792, her
brothers François and Jean Baptiste
being Deputies in the Legislature
and her three younger brothers
Daniel, Antoine and Louis becoming
officers in the British army.
Monique, like three of her sisters,
married a British Officer. Her
husband was Alan, eldest son of
Col. Henry Bellingham who was lord
of the manor of Castle Bellingham
in Co.Louth. They were married in
Detroit and their first three children
Eliza, Susan and William were born
in Canada. Col.Bellingham did not
have a title but William, his
youngest brother did. William Pitt
the Younger, to whom he was
private secretary, made him 1st
Baronet of Castle Bellingham in
1796. He was an MP and
“controller of the storekeepers’
accounts” for the Royal Navy and
oversaw the provisioning of the
Vancouver Expedition. A wealthy
man, he married Hester
Cholmondeley, a greatgranddaughter of Robert Walpole,
and died childless in 1826.

Keith Shaw chose Monique
Bellingham – Lyme’s Canadienne
for his talk to the Society. A long
term resident of Lyme, she was
born in North America in the 18th
Century and her story is a
fascinating one. She was born to
Jacques Duperon Baby of Montreal
and Suzanne de la Croix Reaume
of Detroit; at that time part of New
France, but soon to be part of
British Canada.

The estate was not profitable and
Henry Bellingham was not wealthy.
When Henry died in 1800 Alan
decided to return to England to sell
his commission. Without news,
Monique became concerned. Alan
was now the head of the estate and
heir to the Baronetcy; would a fur
trader’s daughter from Indian
Territory be welcome at Castle
Bellingham? Suzanne suggested
she join Alan and she set sail with
her children on L’Active, the last
ship of 1801. On the ocean two

Jacques Baby was a merchant, fur
trader, landowner, an officer and
interpreter in the Indian Department,
a militia officer and judge. He died
in 1789 and was well admired. A
fellow fur trade, John Richardson
said: “Poor Baby died at Detroit
about the first of August, universally
regretted. Jacques and Suzanne
had many children; somewhere
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ships were becalmed and one
announced that Captain Bellingham
was aboard en route to Quebec.
Reunited, the family sailed east
never to return.

He and Monique lived in retirement
in Madron in Cornwall where
Monique died in 1895. Despite her
troubled marriage and financial
instability, Monique Bellingham
raised her daughters to make good
marriages. Most remembered for
being instrumental in Lyme
possessing the beautiful church that
graces Silver street and that
Pevsner found worthy of inclusion in
the Dorset volume of The Buildings
of England.

Times, however, were hard. Alan
and Monique had to leave the
castle. They went to Rothbury in
Northumberland and rented out the
castle to Sir William but did
eventually return. Then in 1815,
despite having had four more
daughters, Monique, Alicia,
Dorothea and Henrietta, Alan
Bellingham “gave up his wife and
provided her and her children with a
pension according to the articles of
settlement” He moved to London
where he died in 1821.
In 1817 Eliza married John Stein
Esquire of Clonmel; a wealthy man
twenty years her senior. In 1819
they had a daughter, Monique
Theresa. Eliza died in Nice in 1820
and little Monique was raised by her
grandmother. Susan also died in
1820. William joined the British
Navy and died of fever at Caffre
Drift, Cape of Good Hope in 1822.
Monique lost her three eldest
children and her estranged husband
in two years and she was forced to
sell the estate to Sir William; thus
uniting it and the Baronetcy.
moved once more to England with
her four daughters and her granddaughter. In 1824 she was in Bath,
then at Clifton and in Lyme by 1827.
It is reported that Monique’s
daughter Henrietta married a
Captain Henry Boteler RN in 1829
and took over the diary her husband
kept, from which historians can
glimpse snatches of life in Lyme in
the 1830s. In 1852 little Monique
became the second wife of an
extreme high churchman, William
Maskell became vicar of St. Mary
Church near Torquay and eventually
became a Roman Catholic in 1860.

The Lyme Society Chairman’s
winter missive reports a donation of
£200 to a charity working locally
with young people and in the past
few days the receipt of a legacy of
£1,000 from the estate of Ron
Driver. He and his wife Norah were
staunch supporters of the Society
during the 1970s and members of
the Society had been sad to hear of
their demise within a few weeks of
one another late in 2013. They
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were 101 and 100 years
respectively.

Spitalfields. After leaving
school in Bow, aged 15,
he became an office lad
in the Port of London,
starting a career in
clerical work. He studied
art at evening classes,
but had to be
discouraged from
entering the annual
competitions after
winning too often. This
limited training brought
out his natural talent but,
together with his workingclass background, left
him as an amateur
painter, isolated from
mainstream artists. He became a
missionary clerk in the Church
Missionary Society, keeping the
post until retirement, apart from
RFC service.

The Planning Report
happily speaks of the
Society’s plans for
Monmouth Beach being
passed, using the District
Chairman’s casting vote!
The proposals for two
potential housing sites are
required to satisfy local
needs, both Uplyme in East
Devon and Lyme Regis in
Dorset. The two authorities
assessed potential sites on
both sides of the county
border, based on consistent,
shared, and objective criteria. A
Planning Inspector will now
examine WDDC’s proposed Local
Plan at a Hearing in Dorchester
which is expected to last three
weeks.

In 1910 he married Harriett Ethel
from nearby Clacton. Sketchbooks
from his London days clearly
demonstrate his in-born ability as a
draughtsman. Jessett served in the

Richard Bull provided an account of
Sydney Jessett, a prolific, gifted,
but largely untrained, water
colourist. His work spanned from
before service in Flanders in WW1
through his retirement in Lyme
where, from 1939 to 1960 he
produced thousands of
watercolours of local landscapes,
seascapes and townscapes. ‘Syd’
painted for fun, not for profit, selling
few works. Yet the quality of his
landscapes surpasses that of many
better-known Lyme artists. The
paintings are not as well-known as
they should be, despite the efforts
of his family and of Lyme Museum
to promote his memory. A treasured
collection fills the walls of the
family’s Volunteer Inn in Broad
Street.
He was born in 1885 in Bethnel
Green. His father, a wood turner
and carver, came from Somerset
and had worked in Exeter before
marrying Maud, from nearby
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observation section of the RFC,
servicing balloons and dirigibles
which carried observers aloft to
peer over enemy lines along the
western front. In 1939 Ethel was so
worried about impending air raids
that Sydney retired aged 54. They
took a taxi to retirement with three
grand-daughters who all continue to
live locally. Moving into Lyme in
1945 Sydney became known as an
eccentric – a loner who would tramp
miles for a good scene to paint and
a voluble Cockney who welcomed a
stream of visitors to his tiny, dark,
studio. Arguably he was Lyme’s
most gifted, prolific, and most
forgotten painter.

suffered considerable damage last
winter and although repaired over
the summer, his audience was
reminded that one day it will be
destroyed by the sea. Because of
erosion we now have the totally
unique Jurassic Coast World
Heritage Site where it is possible to
walk through 185 million years of
the Earth’s history. Rain percolates
through the rocks, settles on the
clays and landslips occur. We can
see the results of ancient landslips
in today’s landscape: through
Timber Hill there is a cliff line
formed 125,000 years ago, Chesil
Beach was formed after the last iceage by the debris from landslips in
West Dorset and East Devon. Their
speaker insisted that they had to
understand these processes and
live with them. They also have to
realise that coastal defences are the
biggest threat to the Jurassic Coast
Site. The whole coastline has been
divided into four coastal defence
categories:
· Hold the line (e.g. most of Lyme
Regis and Sidmouth)
· Advance the line (e.g. Gun Cliff in
Lyme)
· Managed re‑alignment (no local
examples)
· No active intervention (e.g.
Golden Cap and most of the coast)
Any spend on coastal defences has
to cost less than the value of
property being defended and Lyme
has done very well in this respect
over the last 20 years. We don’t
know when but it will happen and
then the big question will be “Is it a
viable proposition to re-build it?”!
The cliff line from 125,000 years
ago has been re-activated. Ware
Fields have moved by 3 to 5
metres. In the Spittals many trees
are bending away from the sea and
there is an amazing split tree.
Strange things are also happening
on Monmouth Beach: the ledges

Lyme’s Eroding Coast was the title
of a talk given by Richard Edmonds,
Chief Earth Scientist for the
Jurassic Coast Team. Given the
later reference to Lyme’s having
experienced three “once in fifty
year” storms and eight storms
between October and March of the
size they might normally expect
once a year, it must have been
particularly pertinent. The Cobb
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seem more susceptible to storms in
autumn than in winter both buckling
and bursting, the ammonite
graveyard is breaking up quite
quickly and the old railway has even
moved though the fault it is on
probably last moved 15m years
ago! Why this is happening we do
not know but we now have a
strategic monitoring program to help
our understanding and are even
employing drone helicopters to
photograph the beach to 2mm
resolution. We may not know
exactly why or how much the cliffs
have moved in the past but we will
have better data in the future. One
thing is certain though; the cliffs will
continue to move and Lyme’s coast
will continue to erode.
The loss of HMS Formidable in
Lyme Bay, 1st January 1915, was
the title of the talk given by John
Marshall of the Somerset & Dorset
Family History Society. There is
very little humour in the stories of
naval warfare in WW1. Most people
know about the sea battle at
Jutland, and some remember the
surrender of the German High Seas
Fleet and their subsequent scuttling
in Scapa Flow. Many of the other
engagements seem like footnotes in
history, but as Somerset and Dorset
men were involved in a number of
these it appears important to revive
their memory. Their speaker went
on to remind them that WW1 ships
were so small by comparison with
those with which they would be
familiar of WWII…….. if only there
was the space to recount this tale

as well as the detailed histories of
Lyme’s historic buildings which
always appear in their magazine.
Please, as with other Societies, go
to their website to read the
magazine more fully.

KIRKBY LONSDALE & DISTRICT
CIVIC SOCIETY’s latest magazine
draws their members attention to a
special Course entitled ‘Aspects of
Ingleborough’ to be held in the
Autumn, to be led by Dr. David
Johnson, Independent Researcher
and Chairman of the Ingleborough
Archaeology Group. Ingleborough
deserves its status and reputation
as an iconic feature of the southwestern Yorkshire Dales,
dominating the landscape for miles
around with its sheer bulk and
presence. If regarded as iconic now,
it was also clearly of importance in
the past at least from late
prehistoric times. The course will
start with the underlying geological
background, and then progress
through ways in which nature has
shaped and modified the landscape
through the millennia. After all, what
people have been able to do in the
area has, to a large degree, been
influenced by what
nature has had to offer, and one
cannot look at cultural development
without first considering the physical
basis of the landscape. It will then
move on to explore how
Ingleborough was 'occupied' and
'settled' from early prehistory (the
Mesolithic and Neolithic), through
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later prehistory (the Bronze and Iron
Ages and Romano-British period),
to evidence of early medieval and
medieval activity here. It will
conclude with a look at aspects of
post-medieval land use and
management in the area.

The 'Area of Benefit' defined in our
Constitution, in other words the area where
we try to be active, comprises the seven
parishes of the wider Kirkby Lonsdale
Parish. The present committee has
members living in Barbon, Casterton,
Kirkby and Mansergh who are able provide
some local knowledge and insight about
those parishes. It would be very helpful if
the committee could call on a resident from
the other parishes, namely Hutton Roof,
Lupton and Middleton for ad hoc help. We
would like to hear from any member who
would like to act as a sort of 'reporter' - for
example bringing issues to the attention of
the society or providing valuable local
knowledge. It could be a purely informal
arrangement as and when needed.

Next there is the exciting news from
the Regional Heritage Centre,
Lancaster University, of a project
to investigate the archaeology,
ecology and heritage potential of
Castle Hill which is to be financed
by the Heritage Lottery Fund. The
Centre has been commissioned to
arrange two public events to
communicate what has been
discovered so far, plans for the
future, and the wider context of the
project. The first event was in July,
as part of the national Festival of
Archaeology, at the Priory Church in
Lancaster; the second will take place in
September. St George' s Quay and the
surrounding area was to be the subject of
the first whilst Karl Taylor of Oxford
Archaeology North will report on the
results of geophysical survey work at the
second event. He will be joined by Dr.
John Goodall, the award-winning authority
on the English castle and Professor
Richard Sharpley of the University of
Central Lancashire who will speak about
the 'dark tourism' potential of the castle
and its context.

Comments follow on four local planning
applications, but importantly readers’
attention is drawn to - the new rules –
Barn Conversions - which came into
effect in April 2014. Previous planning
regulations limited the conversion of barns
to dwellings to those in a group of
buildings, and even then put constraints on
the design. The Town and Country
Planning (General Permitted
Development)
(Amendment and Consequential
Provisions) (England) Order 2014, which
came into effect at the end of April 2014,
allows the conversion of agricultural
buildings to residential use ('barn

Local History Month was celebrated by
the Civic Society with a display of more
than 30 photographs of local businesses,
mostly taken in the 1950's and 1960's and
collected by one of their members, in
Kirkby Lonsdale library to demonstrate the
changing face of the town. (See centrefold)
Visitors were invited to identify which
businesses now occupied those same
premises, with a small prize offered for the
most accurate answer. The winner to
receive an M&S voucher, but they did not
mention its value!
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conversions') with minimal interference.
The Order introduces a new Class 'MB'
which authorises change of use of an
agricultural building and any land within its
curtilage and the building operations
reasonably necessary to convert the
building to residential use. Permission is
subject to a number of conditions :

5. The external dimensions of the
converted building must not extend beyond
the external dimensions of
the existing building at any given point; so
it has to be wholly contained within the
envelope of the original building.
6. Building work that is allowed includes
the installation or replacement of windows,
doors, roofs, or exterior walls, or water,
drainage, electricity, gas or other services,
for the building to function as a dwelling,
and partial demolition to the extent
reasonably necessary to carry out these
building operations. This suggests that
wholesale demolition of the building and its
entire replacement is not permitted.

1. The site must have been used solely for
an agricultural use, as part of an
established agricultural unit on
20th March 2013. If not then it must have
been as such for 10 years prior to the date
the development begins.
2. The cumulative floor space of the
existing building(s) must not exceed 450
square metres, and no more
than three separate dwellings can be
developed within an established
agricultural unit.

7. Development is specifically excluded for
Listed Buildings, or in National Parks,
AONBs, Conservation Areas etc or if the
site is or forms part of an SSSI or a
scheduled ancient monument.

3. The site must not be occupied under an
agricultural tenancy, unless the express
consent of both the
landlord and the tenant has been obtained.
To avoid 'winkling' of agricultural tenants
by rapacious farm
owners. Change of use is also precluded if
less than one year before the date
development begins and an
agricultural tenancy over the site has been
terminated, and the termination was for the
purpose of carrying out development under
Class MB, unless both the landlord and the
tenant have agreed in writing that the site
is no longer required for agricultural use.

8. Development must begin within 3 years.
Before beginning conversion of an
agricultural building the developer must
apply for the local planning authority (LPA)
to determine whether the prior approval of
the authority will be required as to the
following:
• Impact on transport and highways
• Noise impacts of the development
• Contamination risks on the site
• Flooding risks on the site
• Whether the location or position of the
building makes it impractical or
undesirable for the building to
change from agricultural to residential use.
Before beginning the development, the
developer must also apply to the LPA for a
determination as to whether the prior
approval of the authority will be required as
to the design or external appearance of the
building. However there is no requirement
for such applications to have regard to the
local development plan, so it would seem
that the LPA has a very great discretion to
permit or resist change of use.

4. Change of use is also not permitted
where the erection or extension of
agricultural buildings has been
carried out since 20th March 2013, or
within 10 years before the date of
development under Class MB
begins, whichever is the lesser. The idea is
clearly to prevent building or extending
agricultural buildings with a view to
converting them soon afterwards to
residential use.

Like all legislative changes the way this
order works will gradually emerge as
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planning decisions are made, and appeals
made to the planning inspectorate are
determined. However it functions, there is
no doubt in the Editor's mind that this new
order represents a seismic shift in planning
at a local level. The development of
isolated field barns in tranquil high
landscape-value settings, and their
conversion to dwellings with access roads
and all the trappings of human habitation,
has the ability to alter our landscape in a
major way that was not possible prior to
this order. Those parts of the Lune Valley
which may in future be
incorporated in the Yorkshire Dales
National Park (which is exempt from Class
'MB') can expect to see a considerable
number of such applications in the near
future.

easy to quantify since the Society does not
have an executive role but fulfils its
function by making representations to the
planning authorities. Although working in
partnership with the Parish Councils, they
too are often stymied in their attempts to
positively impact planning decisions which
affect our villages. Perhaps there are two
ways that they could do things better in the
coming decade.
On the planning front the Society has
completed the draft Sonning Conservation
Area Appraisal which is now with Sonning
Parish Council for review. This document
defines and illustrates what makes
Sonning unique. It is to be hoped that this
will positively influence decisions on future
planning applications that are out of
keeping with the character of the village.
However this document is merely advisory
and it will not be until a Neighbourhood
Plan is undertaken that we can be certain
of having control over the future.

Tenth Anniversary edition of “The
Bridge” – magazine of SONNING &
SONNING EYE SOCIETY records how ten

On the subject of heritage, we need to go
beyond our successful educational role
and actively encourage and train our
younger residents to become future
guardians of our heritage. The Society is
already looking at ways in which they can
work with the local schools to achieve this
objective.
So what changes can we expect in the
next 10 years? There is hope that
agreements will be reached on the Third
Thames Bridge as if that were to be built it
would certainly have a major impact on
through traffic, at least in the short term.
The other change is the critical need for
new housing. Latest information suggests
that more than a quarter of adults between
the ages of 20 and 34 are living with their
parents. There is already talk of
encroaching on green belts to meet the
demand so it would be foolish to imagine
that Sonning will remain unaffected. Once
again this supports the need for an NP,
Neighbourhood Plan, so that the residents
of Sonning & Sonning Eye, and not the

years ago the Society was formed with
three main objectives, to promote high
standards of planning & architecture, to
foster civic pride through educational
events and to protect the heritage of the
two villages.
Looking back on their achievements it is
thought they have been most successful in
achieving the second objective, promoting
civic pride, through their programme of
talks and heritage walks.
The Society’s success in achieving the
other two objectives, improved planning
and protected heritage, are thought less
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planners alone, can decide where this new
housing should be built.

Whilst there have
been few
planning
applications to
consider of late,
Gravel
Extraction had
raised concerns
so there was a
degree of dismay
that the Secretary
of State had
decided not to
call in the
application for
backfilling with inert waste following further
extraction. This application will therefore
be determined by the local authority. The
Society is in communication with the
Borough Council regarding the
refurbishment of the gates on either side
of the road at the bottom end of Sonning
Lane. The Scarecrow Committee has
offered financial assistance to restore the
gates but the Council has not yet agreed
that the work can be undertaken by them.

Another aim of the Society was to raise
awareness and educate members so the
invitation to Dr. Michael Lockwood to
address members at their June meeting
was pertinent. As Professor of Space
Environment Physics at the University
of Reading he is a leading authority on
‘Climate Change’ and with the winter
floods still in mind, the weather and its
variability, this proved to be an interesting
and original topic. With the help of videos,
charts and assorted graphs we looked at
the effects of sunspots, solar cycles, wind
speeds and oceans currents on the far
side of the world. Some of the data was
very complex but the image showing the
jet stream, and its impact on the
surrounding environment as it travelled
around the globe, was fascinating.
Evidently in the late 20th century the sun
was unusually active but the frequency of
sunspots had fast declined in recent
decades, leading to colder winters, poorer
summers or heat waves and floods.
Studies of tree rings suggested that
‘extreme weather events’ had always been
part of the norm in any period, and he did
not expect a new ‘little ice age’. Humaninduced global warming however was now
an important force in global temperatures more so than major solar cycles. Long
term shifts in weather patterns, and
average temperatures affected local
energy needs and transport
infrastructures, and industrialists, food
producers and energy suppliers
increasingly consult the statistics provided
by the University.

The draft Conservation Area Appraisal
Report has now been passed to the
Parish Council for comment and these are
awaited with interest. The Society is very
grateful for the work carried out by
volunteers in putting the report together,
particularly Diana Coulter & Brian
O’Callaghan.
The Planning and Traffic Panel is
assessing the practicality of improvements
in a number of areas relevant to the
village. It is hoped a report will be available
for submission to the Parish Council by
September.

There would be difficulties ahead and the
experts would continue to discuss ‘global
warming’, but very detailed reports were
now available which meant that they could
pinpoint problem areas more quickly.
Professor Lockwood was very enthusiastic
about his young team of research students
and, with the co-operation of governments
around the world, was confident that most
problems would be solved.

A report from the Education & Social
Panel follows as they have recently been
studying the history of nearby villages.
Hurst is now a large and independent
parish but in the 11th century it was
administered by the Bishop of Sonning and
the Diocese of Salisbury. A small chapelof-ease was built in about 1080 as ‘during
the winter floods the inhabitants found it
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Haines Hill and Stanlake Park, provide
evidence of prosperous times as
commerce and communications expanded.
On Sunday 12 October, Society members
can enjoy a visit to Hurst, through the good
offices of the Hurst Village Society and
Henry Farrar, a local historian and author
of ‘The Book of Hurst’, will give a short talk
and film show in St Nicholas Church
starting at 2.45 pm. The visit is to end with
‘Tea’ near the village Bowling Green - the
second oldest green in England and first
played in 1747!
difficult to get to the mother church in
Sonning’! In the 16th century the wealthy
‘Barkers of Hurst’ lived in Hurst Lodge, a
large house in Broadcommon Road built
by John Barker, a Gentleman Usher to
Queen Elizabeth 1. They were closely
related to the Sonning Barkers who built
the Dower House in Pearson Road and
evidently family visits were frequent. The
Palmer family owned large areas of the
village in the 18th century and Robert
Palmer purchased Hurst Lodge in 1742.
His son Richard was born there but moved
the main family home to Holme Park in
Sonning in 1795. Both he and his wife
Jane however are buried in Hurst and their
children maintained strong links, via
various charities, until the Golding-Palmers
sold their original home in about 1910. In
1863 for example, their son Robert
provided land for a new vicarage and
Henry Woodyer, who had just remodelled
Sonning Vicarage, was the recommended
architect.

Sonning Golf Club is 100 years old and
has an impressive pedigree. One of the
‘Great Triumvirate’ and a five-time Open
champion, JH Taylor, designed the
original layout with later input from Harry
Colt. Golfers everywhere are indebted to
Taylor for his instrumental role in laying the
foundations of the modern game. Colt was
responsible for some of the greatest
courses around the world including
Sunningdale, Wentworth, Royal St
Georges and Royal Melbourne and his
influence very much remains at Sonning
today.The Club’s first professional was
Abe Mitchell. Max Faulkner, Open
Champion in 1951, was the Club’s
assistant professional from 1936 to 1937
and Harold Hilton, British Amateur
Champion four times and Open Champion
twice, was the Club’s first Secretary.
Sonning was the scene of the first aerial
golf match which took place in February
1930 between Captain G.A. Pennington
and the club professional at the time, A.J.
Young - The club still keeps its close links
with the RAF today. (for more information
on aerial golf see: http://
www.itnsource.com/shotlist//BHC_RTV/
1930/01/01/BGT407150378/). Harold
Hilton was the Club’s first Secretary and is
one of the great figures in world golf. In
1892, he won The Open Championship at
Muirfield becoming the second amateur to
do so. He won again in 1897 at his home
club, Royal Liverpool Golf Club, Hoylake.
The only other amateurs to have won the
Open Championship are John Ball and

We are unable to visit the Lodge or see
Woodyer’s house as they are both
privately owned but we will see the 17thcentury Almshouses built by William
Barker near Church House, known now as
‘The Castle Inn’. We will also explore the
brick and flint church, much enlarged over
the years and dedicated to St. Nicolas. It
contains many fine tombs - reflecting
Hurst’s long and fascinating history - as
boundaries changed and small hamlets
merged. Large important houses, such as
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Championship, losing to John Ball
on the second extra hole. He was
a fine amateur, and played for his
country against the Scots in 1910,
when the English team won. He
won the Golf Illustrated Gold Vase
twice in 1910 and 1913, and
played in two Open
Championships before turning
professional in 1913, attached to
Sonning Golf Club.Mitchell was
Samuel Ryder’s personal golf
instructor from 1925 at Verulam
Golf Club, St Albans, and it is his
figure that sits atop the famous
Ryder Cup trophy. He played on
three Ryder Cup teams in 1929,
1931, and 1933. Mitchell was
honoured by his peers when
elected PGA Captain 1933/34
and passed away in St Albans at
age 60.
The Victoria Cross the highest
and most prestigious award for
gallantry in the face of the enemy
that can be awarded to British
and Commonwealth forces.
Brigadier General Edmund John
Phipps-Hornby VC, CB, CMG,
DL (31 December 1857 – 13
December 1947) was a recipient
of the Victoria Cross. Born in
1857, the son of Admiral of the
Fleet, Sir Geoffrey Thomas
Phipps-Hornby GCB, PhippsHornby served in the First World War and
later achieved the rank of brigadier general
granted upon his retirement in 1918, after
40 years of service. His grave and
memorial are in St Andrew’s churchyard.
Phipps-Hornby was 42 years old, and a
major commanding ‘Q’ Battery, Royal
Horse Artillery, British Army, during the
Second Boer War when he was awarded
the VC. He was Captain of Sonning Golf
Club from 1920 to 1922.

Bobby Jones. Hilton also won The
Amateur Championship on four occasions,
including 1911, when he became the only
British player to win the British and U.S.
Amateurs in the same year. Hilton retired
with an impressive record at the Amateur
Championship. Hilton was also a golf
writer. He was the first editor of Golf
Monthly, and also the editor of Golf
Illustrated. He also designed many
courses. He died in 1942 and was
inducted into the World Golf Hall of Fame
in 1978. Henry Abraham Mitchell (18
January 1887 – 11 June 1947) ‘Abe’ was
Sonning Golf Club’s first professional. He
was runner-up in the 1912 Amateur

Keeping Palmer Cottagers dry
was a project spearheaded by the Society
and in June The Rt.Hon.Theresa May, MP
officially opened the new veranda to the
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Grade II listed, 1850 built, Robert Palmer’s
Almshouse Charity cottages at Pearson
Road, which forms an informal gathering
place throughout the year for the residents
in all weathers. Local architect, David
Bates, designed the veranda which met no
opposition when it went before the
planning committees.In most of the issues
of “Bridge” one finds a mention of “Chalk &
Trees”, the magazine produced by the
Chilterns Conservation Board. The
summer issue considered the High Speed
2 (HS2) Environmental Report, which the
Board felt was ‘hugely flawed’. The Board
also announced its free advisory service
for farmers to tackle pollution in our rivers
and revealed its stance on issues like
renewable energy. Members were advised
to visit the Board’s website for more
information see: www.chilternsaonb.org.
Good news - 50% of the Society’s first
100 members remain supporters of their
work! This fact is borne out by four tributes
to the Society’s work during those years
with top marks given for their ability to
communicate and inform. “We are lucky to
have so many enthusiastic volunteers to
preserve and foster the fabric and
community of the village – so many
memories: walks, talks and, of course,
Village Voices.”

luxury. Preferable for resources to be
pooled and interests shared. We now live
in a very different planning world, the
Government would like to empower us all,
but in reality will only enfranchise those
who have the luxury of time and money to
spare. There are many threats to our local
environment: large housing developments
not included in local Development Plan
Documents on the edges of Totnes
encroaching on neighbouring parishes; a
Local Authority increasingly overstretched
and facing budget cuts; no Local Plan yet.
So what can we do? There is clearly value
in a membership organisation which
embraces planning and built environment
issues, and there should be a sense of
community created by bringing people with
shared interests together. At the moment I
feel these assets are not being used
effectively. I realise that how we involve
people, especially those who historically
have little say in how their built
environment changes, is an increasing
challenge, but enthusing those who
already have made a commitment should

The latest magazine of the TOTNES &
DISTRICT SOCIETY – “CONTACT”
commenced with a Quiz, answers to which
were thoughtfully supplied in a later page!
There is also an article which comments
on the merger of the Housing & Built
Environment Forum (H&BEF) with TotSoc,
as it was agreed two organisations in times
of austerity seemed an almost unjustifiable
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be easy. However, I’m not sure how to do
this, but I do know that TotSoc needs to
grow and reach a wider audience.

public space? Quite simply public space is
everything outside our front doors, the
spaces between buildings, the spaces we
experience on our journeys to work. The
streets, squares, parks and places we walk
though or visit in our leisure time. Public
space is a shared communal space which
is or has the potential to be one of the
community’s greatest assets. It enriches
our experience of the outdoors and the
wider environment by providing
opportunities to socialise, relax outdoors
and enjoy the stimulus of high quality
public art.

Continuing two of the notable successes of
the H&BEF, the website and the regular
meetings open to all, has been my focus:
the H&BEF website which continues to be
updated regularly has, in the writer Kate
Wilson’s view, been the more successful
of the two. So, if we are to have a voice
which speaks to improve planning
decisions beyond simply affirming a
developer’s wishes, and has an influence
on service delivery as well as the quality of
the environment, we need to work for it.

However, very often we end up with poorly
designed and neglected left over spaces,
which don’t feel safe or comfortable, have
no clearly defined use and don’t provide
the informal space for us to socialise in or
navigate easily. I like to think of public
space as an external room, or stage set
which can fulfil the same function as the
spaces in our individual homes, with the
external buildings forming the walls, the

And that does need members to be
actively involved. The built and natural
environment is better if we are active and
involved rather than if we are passive
consumers.
Why don't we have better quality public
space in Totnes? asks Anne Ward. First
of all what do we mean when we talk about
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pavements the floor, the street furniture the
chairs, tables and furniture. The outdoor
planting and lighting elements soften and
highlight different areas and transform the
perception of a place, especially at night
by proving a safer night time environment.

“What Future for Local Authorities?” With
more than half of the cuts in local authority
services yet to come the future is grim for
the needy in our community but how many
of us know who provides those services?
We have three tiers of local government:
Devon County Council (DCC), South
Hams District Council (SHDC) and Totnes
Town Council (TTC) (and other Parish
Councils within the area), the first two
responsible for a variety of services and
the Town/Parish Councils responsible for
several buildings and the cemetery! From
the extensive reports given to TTC
activities in the local newspapers people
believe that it has responsibility for the
delivery of virtually all local government
services. The reverse is in fact the case
with the TTC having neither the power nor
the responsibility for anything of
consequence. It is time this reality became
widely known so that the limitations of
what can be achieved through TTC are
recognised. Unfortunately the TTC itself
does nothing to disabuse the public of its
limitations and maintains the pretence of
being an important body. It would be better
occupied lobbying for the return of the
powers it had in its previous incarnation as
a Borough Council with powers over
planning, housing and other public
services. Pretence would then not be
needed. As it stands the question as to
whether its retention is justified needs to
be asked.

No one agency is responsible for its
design, development and maintenance.
The result is that we almost always end up
with an incoherent, multi agency,
piecemeal,cluttered and fragmented
hotchpotch of approaches and
interventions which don't hang together or
make sense as a whole. This begs the
question of who owns the space we all
share collectively? Who controls and
makes it work for us? Many different
organisations and bodies have the
right to interfere, from utility companies,
the police, highways departments and
local authorities who are reliant on a
myriad of largely uninterested contractors,
who work to no plan or strategy, resulting
very often in an uncoordinated and
piecemeal approach which doesn't look at
the space as a whole. Well-coordinated
and well-designed public space can enrich
our experience and understanding of our
town by enhancing its identity and
reinforcing our sense of place. Good
design has the potential to increase the
vibrancy of a space by providing visual
interest.
The local authority has cut all arts funding
and no longer sees itself as responsible for
promoting the arts or indeed encouraging
and financing good quality public space
design. Well-designed public spaces play
a key role in encouraging economic
regeneration and bringing visitors into the
town. Quality environments send out
positive messages to both residents and
visitors alike, creating places of distinction,
not 'anywhere places'. Totnes has a rich
natural and human history which needs to
be reflected in the quality of its public
realm.
We deserve better. Paul Bennett voices his
concern in an article entitled :

Local democracy has withered over the
years for several reasons but principally for
the following two reasons. First local
authorities have been emasculated by
central government extending its control
over their freedom to make decisions. This
has been achieved by controlling the purse
strings and tighter limits on local planning
decisions. Forty years ago local authorities
raised virtually all their own funding
through the rates system but now some
75% of their annual expenditure is
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provided by central government grants.
It is therefore the government piper who
calls the tune not local people.
Local authorities themselves are not
allowed to increase Council Tax by
more than 2% a year without holding a
referendum. Secondly the way in which
local government now operates results
in most of those living within Totnes
town being totally disenfranchised.
SHDC (in common with other local
authorities) is now governed by a small
cabinet of members elected by
Conservative Councillors who form the
majority party; Totnes returns no
Conservative councillors and has no
say in the governance of the town. As
for DCC our one Councillor is neither a
member of the majority party nor either
of the major opposition parties and
again the voice of Totnes is not heard.
The much-trumpeted Localism Act has
proved to be little more than a cynical
means of transferring blame for the harsh
consequences of central government
austerity measures to local authorities
struggling to provide services with ever
diminishing resources. The lion’s share of
the cuts has been borne by local
government and much more is to follow.
Britain now has the most centralised
government in Europe. What is needed are
two things. First the ability to control their
own finances must be returned to local
authorities so that they in turn can manage
the services which they provide in a way
that is more responsive to local need.
Secondly local communities need to have
a greater input into the services provided.
This requires a reorganisation of the local
authorities themselves. Three tiers of local
government is too many and one should
be abolished.

the Town Council but giving back to it
similar powers to those previously enjoyed
by the old Borough Council. These powers
would include local planning matters, the
ability to raise money for social housing,
local traffic management measures (e.g.
the shared space proposal for Fore Street
and High Street). Unless real power is
returned to local communities the future for
local government is truly bleak.
Heritage Assets are Assets not
Liabilities
believes John Keleher, repeating a
headline in the Spring Ashtav News. But
he continues to make a plea that
everyone, churchgoer or not, recognises,
values and visits the many glorious
structures which adorn almost every town
or village. John also celebrates the work of
Simon Jenkins and Todd Gray, both of
whom have provided us with guides
indicating those that we should visit and
what to look for when we arrive at our
destination. He explains that going to
churches for reasons other than prayer is
nowadays known as ‘crawling’.
Unfortunately, the vast majority of us

There was a proposal recently that DCC
should become a unitary authority with the
second tier (e.g. SHDC) being removed.
This might be a way forward if coupled
with a delegation of powers affecting local
communities being given to them. In the
case of Totnes that would mean retaining
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crawlers, just like Philip Larkin, who as he
points out in his “Church Going”, we may
not know what it is that draws us there –
but something does. It might be a spiritual
thing, or it might be an awe of the buildings
themselves and their contents. Like Larkin
we may not know why we go, but go we do
– and in ever increasing numbers - not
necessarily on Sundays; not necessarily to
kneel. But whatever our reason for visiting
there can be no denying that that these
buildings are a vital part of our heritage.
They are assets to be saved, but they will
only be saved if we appreciate and value
them.

during one of his numerous visits. He is
buried there and his good work was
carried on by his older brother John
Venning(1776 – 1858) who is also
commemorated on the monument at the
bottom of which is written in Russian:
‘I was in prison and you found me.’
Inscriptions in Cyrillic script are
exceedingly rare in English churches.
At first glance the war memorial a few
yards from the south door of the church is
conventional. It has one hundred and three
names of fallen Totnesians from the Great
War and thirty-eight from the Second
World War. Above the names is a tall, plain
granite cross with the well-known bronze
sword of sacrifice mounted on it. It reminds
us of hundreds of similar memorials dotted
all over northern France and western
Belgium. The Totnes memorial is the
prototype, designed by Sir Reginald
Blomfield, the Crediton-born architect who
designed the Menin Gate. The cross,
sword and octagonal base were replicated
in many Commonwealth War Graves
cemeteries on or near the Western Front.

Lawrence Green provides a very
worthwhile, and at times tongue in cheek,
history of St Mary’s Church, which has
become the central, or mother church, to a
team of nine parishes reaching from
Marldon to Cornworthy. It was never
intended as such but, by its size and
presence, comfortably holds the
occasional congregation from all nine
parishes. Its north aisle contains three
remarkable monuments which must have
been moved to their present positions
when the new north aisle was built. The
oldest dates from 1634 and shows
Christopher Blackall with his four wives
united with him in death. It can only be
hoped that petty jealousies are dispensed
with in heaven.

A recent, poignant and heartfelt eulogy
was written by Charles Fox to his friend
“In Memoriam Anthony Harrison”. They
represented TOTSOC at the first major
public inquiry into the District Council’s
plans for the redevelopment of the
“Southern Area” later to become the focus
of Save our Space and Design our Space
– as well as the site of one of the quality
contributions to the architectural
development of Totnes in the form of
award winning housing, which have been
the hallmark of the Harrison Sutton
Partnership). As a result of our efforts,
SHDC’s plans for the area were not
allowed. Anthony and TOTSOC went on to
persuade the County Council to modify
their plans for a straight ‘bypass’ from New
Walk to Kingsbridge Hill, convincing them
to take the meandering route of St.
Katherine’s and Heath’s Ways, thus
preserving many of the ancient landscape
features of the area (and also allowing the
opportunity for the later creation of the
Leechwell, Lamb and Heath’s Gardens).

High on the south aisle wall and somewhat
difficult to read is a marble monument
detailing the life of Revd. John Prince,
vicar of Totnes(s) from 1675 to 1681 and
Berry Pomeroy from 1681 until his death in
1723. He led an eventful life, being known
for his book Worthies of Devon and his
rather unsuitable dalliance with a
young(ish) lady in a house in Totnes High
Street where numerous worthies of Totnes
peeped through a window at his lewd but
nevertheless enjoyable activities. More
accessible is the Venning memorial at the
west end of the north aisle. Walter Venning
(1785 – 1821) founded the Prison Society
of Russia. He died in England from a fever
contracted in a prison in St Petersburg
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sculpture (designed by Anthony) at his
insistence!

My involvement in TOTSOC, with Anthony,
led to the development of our long-term
friendship. Sadly for me, when as a young
architectural graduate I arrived in London
just after Anthony had departed for Nigeria
(where he joined his father’s architectural
practice) I missed out on a further eighteen
years of his stimulating and enjoyable
company. He was a design leader among
our architectural peers. He helped to
create a built legacy from which Totnes
and other places will continue to benefit.
His architecture always embodied the
‘human spirit’ and exhibits a deep
appreciation of quality craftsmanship and
thoughtful design - a reflection of
Anthony’s own personal beliefs and
consummate design and making skills. He
constantly sought ways in which to
acknowledge small things (and people)
celebrate the dignity of the negligible, the
marginal and the forgotten (exemplified by
his work for the street children of India).
Highly regarded professionally, he always
conducted himself in a courteous and
polite manner. Nevertheless, he was well
able to ‘fight his corner’ for what he
believed would be the best outcomes and
in the interests of both his clients and the
local community. Although he took his work
seriously, whilst exhibiting tenacity,
persuasiveness and persistence, his
pleasant demeanour and perennially
jocular and self-deprecating good humour
usually meant that his ideas prevailed and
that others ‘went the extra mile’ with him.
Our last collaboration was the creation of
Heath’s Garden.

SHERINGHAM & DISTRICT
SOCIETY Summer Newsletter
contains Maureen Cooper’s report
on their second visit to How Hill
Nature Trail, without the benefit of
last year’s perfect weather or Dr.
Daniel Hoare accompanying their
group. He had to give two
presentations to The Broads
Authority in Norwich that morning
and afternoon but he did, however,
arrange for them to have free
access to both the Nature Trail and
Water Garden for which they were
very grateful. They were also
unable to enjoy the same lovely tea
as last year (the catering staff had
several parties of schoolchildren to
feed) so the Grovelands Farm Shop
en route home proved a welcome
break where the cream teas were
pronounced delicious!
The Art Exhibition is again to be
displayed in the Masonic Hall and
will be open daily from the 15th to
26th August. Let us hope it is a
successful fundraiser for the Society
once again this year as their
payments for collection of waste
paper in the Station Car Park have
steadily declined since the provision
of green wheelie bins to every
household. As a result of spending
cuts they no longer receive that
income so members are advised to
recycle them at home.

Largely thanks to Anthony’s powers of
persuasion and membership of the
Wakefield Trust we managed to
persuade the District Council to allow us
to develop this hitherto unloved corner of
the town centre. We were fortunate to
gain the support of other charitable
bodies (I was then Chairman of the
Totnes & District Preservation Trust) and
to raise the necessary funds. The legacy
of our contribution is commemorated in
our initials, carved into the wooden
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result. The roof to the Fishermen’s
Heritage Centre has been repaired
and they have a new firm of
cleaners who, now the new sink is
installed, appear to be doing well.
Peter pays tribute to one of the
mainstays of the Society, John
Gardiner, who is moving away to be
nearer his family. He had carried out
a phenomenal amount of work for
the Society and the Committee are
currently trying to fit people to those
many tasks. Peter also thanked all
the volunteers for helping to keep
the Fishermen’s Heritage Centre
and Shell Gallery open. The
Fishermen’s Heritage Centre had
started the season well with over
3,500 visitors. At times they had
been inundated – 60 children and
20 teachers/parents from Holt
Primary School arrived one day
without prior notice, giving the one
volunteer on duty somewhat of a
challenge! In contrast a month
earlier they only saw 6 visitors. Due
to a shortage of volunteers it has
proved impossible to open as often
as they would have liked. A “Captain
Norfolk” teddy is now hidden on the
HRU lifeboat and a doll is to be
found on a roof beam, dressed in a
gansey made by Kathleen Bird who
has kindly provided us with a
pattern for sale alongside the adult
one. There is also a ship’s stretcher
and a first day cover stamp of the
150th anniversary of the Augusta
lifeboat on display for the first time.
They also found fridge magnets of
the fishermen’s slope to be a good
seller last year so commissioned
their own version from Norfolk
China at Horsford using a print of
Maureen Cooper’s painting of the
FHC for the design. For sale at
£1.50, over fifty have been sold this
season and it is good that they can
be advertised as “Made in Norfolk”
rather than “Made in China” on the
back.

Members visited Gressenhall
Rural Life Museum in the Spring
after an eventful coach ride as the
driver told them the rear of the
vehicle was enveloped in a cloud of
smoke! He pulled over and all
alighted in an orderly manner.
Whilst the smoke subsided they
were unable to continue but
fortunately there was another
Marrett’s coach at Gressenhall and
it was able to come and take them
the rest of the way. Additionally, it
didn’t rain whilst they were waiting!
At Gressenhall, after a welcome
talk, a very informative guide took
us on The Workhouse Trail and they
were most surprised to learn that it
was still in use as a workhouse until
the 1940s. Some of the facts were
rather grim – the separation of
members of the same family
seemed particularly hard but it did
provide a place of safety. In the
afternoon they were able to visit the
archaeology department where the
archaeologist had prepared folders
of places in and around Sheringham
which were of interest and also
gave a fascinating talk about sites
of archaeological interest in the
area. A great deal more time could
have been spent in that department.
The day ended all too soon as they
were insufficient time to visit the
farm, see the lovely Suffolk
Punches or have a cart ride …
perhaps next time.
Peter Strudwick’s Chairman’s
Report follows from which we learn
that the plaque in memory of Reg
Grimes has been placed in the Shell
Gallery, thanks to Graphic Edge for
producing such a fine memorial.
Directional signs have been placed
on the sea wall which was a
collaborative effort by the
Committee, District Council and
Graphic Edge. Visitor numbers have
been well up at both venues as a
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accepted his offer and were
amazed to see the scale of
disabilities with which the teachers
and assistants deal on a daily basis.
The dedication of staff and their
approach to the children needed to
be seen to be appreciated, as is the
wonderful happy atmosphere. The
range of equipment needed in the
school is huge, in order to give the
children as many opportunities as
physically possible. As a result of
James’ talk and the visit the
Committee decided to donate any
profit from the Art Exhibition this
year to the school.
Blue Plaques – Part 6 – The Old
Smokehouse is constructed in
traditional style using rounded flints
from the beach. Although now
residential, it has only served this
function for around 30 years. It is
thought to have started as an
agricultural building in the 19th
century, reflecting the fact that
before the expansion brought about
by the arrival of the railway in 1887,
the residents of Lower Sheringham
made their livings primarily from
fishing and agriculture, together with
the activities which supported them
such as boat-building, harnessmaking and saddlery. Except for a
tiny area at the seaward end of the
High Street, most of what is now
Sheringham was farmland. It was
prior to its becoming a home that
the smoking of fish occurred. In the
days before refrigeration, smoking
and salting were popular methods
of preserving fish and meats such
as bacon and ham. No longer
necessary, the flavours imparted by
the process encouraged the
continued production of kippers,
bloaters and more specialised
products, not on the same scale but
often by ‘artisan’ enthusiasts. As
with other Ashtav members, most
recent planning applications have
been small scale, but large scale

The Shell Gallery also had a good
start in 2014 with other 3,500
visitors. Avis Chennell covered both
shifts on the Wednesday of halfterm and welcomed over 200
visitors, many of whom made
purchases. Most are under a fiver
but there is also a steady flow of
more expensive items sold.
TripAdvisor had another positive
report posted “Has to be seen –
spend ten minutes or an hour
viewing everything”. The new
volunteers have settled in quickly
but more are needed says Jo
Kemp, and there is no need to be
an “expert”.
James Stanbrook of Woodfields
School spoke of his school to the
Society and invited anyone who
was interested to visit. A number
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housing applications are waiting “in
the wings”. Their Chairman also
mentioned the growing tendency for
“annexe” applications which are not
annexes at all but a way of
providing a totally separate
dwelling.

The new Sainsbury Shop – a
makeover of the dilapidated
Chandos Road cinema – is
welcomed as they are delighted
with the emerging design. Green
Spaces are reported upon by Ted
Farmer who explained that the
debris resulting from the felling of
three big sycamores on the
Heartlands river bank had been left
uncleared until there were drier
ground conditions. A new post-andrail fence has been extended on top
of the bank as a safety measure
and in the car park a new guard rail
fence along the drain channel was
welcomed although concern
remains about the trees, most of
them dead. The District Council has
plans to replace all 20 trees at the
same time, but only when all have
died. They hope to accelerate the
process! There are problem nettle
masses which obscure the river
elsewhere in Heartlands but paths
have been mown around the slopes
and perimeter The flood plain has a
number of marked willows which
have now been felled. Some of the
chippings will be used to mulch the
nearby Edible Woodland where the
first fruit trees and bushes have
been planted by Buckingham
Transition Group.

THE BUCKINGHAM SOCIETY
strap line: Campaigning for a Better
Buckingham newsletter opens with
an invitation from Roger Edwards to
come and join them in celebrating
Civic Day on June 21st. It was to be
a joint effort between the Rotary
Club, Buckingham Society and
Buckingham Advertiser, when they
will jointly be honouring
Buckingham’s Citizen and Young
Citizen of the Year with trophies
presented by the Speaker of the
House of Commons, the Right
Honourable John Bercow MP who
was also to open the event. The
Mayor, Councillor Lisa O’Donoghue,
was also to present cheques to
local charities who were to benefit
from Rotary’s recent ‘Swimathon’.
Local musicians were to provide
entertainment and tea and cakes
were to be on sale.
The Society’s Transport Group is
to focus its attention on HS2
construction traffic which is of real
concern and could have widespread
and unpleasant effects upon them
all. They were also keen to make a
number of pedestrian crossing
points safer and more user friendly,
so a detailed case for improvements
to a number of locations need to be
made. Also both official and
unofficial Cycle and Pedestrian
Routes are to be recorded and their
suitability assessed with the aim of
ensuring that all areas of
Buckingham have good links across
the parish.

Great Stop Press news is that Ted
Farmer has been successful,
working with the Town Council, to
arrange for the rubbish to be
cleared behind the site of 13 High
Street – an eyesore for years. The
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next stage is the restoration of the
old orchard on the site.
Ian Orton reports on the Planning
situation: as anticipated congestion
levels have increased considerably,
especially at rush hours and
Saturdays as a consequence of
road widening on the bypass and
the construction of a “replacement”
Tesco roundabout. Some town

neighbourhood planning system
posed by developers querying the
status of these plans in the absence
of a statutory local or strategic plan
appears to have dissipated. The
Tattenhall decision should enable
Buckingham’s NP to progress to the
next stage. A prospective developer
outlined proposals for the
Tingewick/bypass/Gawcott Road
site at a recent exhibition. Ian
doubts they will bear much
resemblance to the proposals
eventually submitted to the District
Council!
Ed Grimsdale has a tale to tell - The
Long Bridge a.k.a. London Road
Bridge. This was built in 1805 at
the expense of George, 1st
Marquess of Buckingham, to create
a pleasant route for the Prince of
Wales on his journey to the
Marquess’s home at Stowe House
for a week of extravagant partying.
The Marquess was keen to impress
the future King George IV through
acts of public benevolence and
charity because he coveted a
particular recognition and reward.
Sadly, as Roger Edwards pointed
out, George, Marquess of
Buckingham, was never released
from waiting in purgatory for he died
in 1813 to be succeeded by his son,
Richard. Richard had to wait until
1822 to gain the hoped for honour,
becoming the 1st Duke of
Buckingham & Chandos. The family
were possibly satisfied as Richard’s
Dukedom was the only one granted
by King George IV. In 1805,

traders have reported a drop in
sales as a consequence. The
District have given permission for a
new Pets at Home and Aldi
supermarket at the former Focus
building just off the bypass which
will result in another out of town
supermarket/pet shop that may well
lead to a further diversion of trade
away from their town centre. Tesco
may not use the permission granted
three years ago to extend their
existing supermarket on the ring
road and also withdrawn
applications for “pod” developments
on the site. Furthermore, no
substantive developments relating
to Sainsbury’s proposed
development opposite the existing
Tesco site, especially relating to the
Section 106 monies that may have
implications for medical services to
the town. The threat to the

Buckingham’s main river crossing,
its Sheriff’s Bridge, had been in a
state of dereliction for some years.
It was an ancient, narrow, stone
bridge but its central stone spans
showed where they had been
breached by flash floods.
Buckingham situated at the end of
the river Great Ouse’s first few
miles, a length with a sharp
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gradient, was and is, prone to
such sudden inundations.
More than maintenance was
needed, but Buckingham was
a poor, ‘pocket’ borough and
it relied on its ‘owner’ or
sponsor dipping into his own
resources whenever it
required significant
infrastructure. Such help
comes with
acknowledgement, hence the
bridge was embroidered with
two plaques, the Buckingham
Swan, now almost invisible,
and the Templa Quam Dilecta
coat of arms of the Marquess
so visible from the footbridge
that was added in the 20th
century.Both plaques were
products of Eleanor Coade’s
workshop in Lambeth, where
the Royal Festival Hall now stands
beside the Thames. Her secret
formula died with her, capable of
creating large, weather-resistant
structures, the most famous of
which – a lion – was kept on the
Thames embankment outside her
showroom. This great beast was left
in situ until it was moved a short
distance to the entrance steps to
Waterloo railway station when its
former site was redeveloped for the
Festival of Britain in 1951. It was
King George VI who saved Coade’s
lion (originally painted red) for our
nation. More recently it was moved
again to a more prominent position
guarding Westminster Bridge.

which they hope will become a full
weekend of cycling based activities.

THE COOKHAM SOCIETY’s
Autumn Newsletter announces a
Flooding Update – given that
prominence due to the extent of last
winter’s floods which proved an
immense inconvenience to
residents and village businesses.
All three access roads into the
village were closed and the
Causeway was opened for private
vehicles for only very limited
periods. The Society are working
alongside businesses in the village
with the aim of persuading the
Royal Borough to put in place a
formal plan for longer periods of
opening in future floods. In the
June edition it had been suggested
Cookham might be more
susceptible to flooding than had
been thought, since an initial review
of river level data indicated flooding
here was more severe than in
nearby areas. For example,
between 1st and 10th January (the
lead up period to the first closure of

The Destination Buckingham
Group is funded by the District
Council in the sum of £10,000 and
sees its role as providing “seed
money” to stimulate ideas and/or
fund items such as maps that will be
of benefit to the town. They list their
main plans/achievements, the
seventh of which is a “Bikeingham
Cycling Day” next June – a day
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all normal road access to the
village) the river upstream of
Cookham Lock rose by 0.8m. This
was 45% more than the rise
upstream of Marlow Lock. Cookham
does seem to be very unfairly
impacted by flooding! The
Environment Agency have been
asked to look at the possibility of
increasing the capacity of
Cookham’s weirs to reduce flood
levels in the area and we
understand that initial analysis of
their computer model of the Thames
has produced encouraging results.
A fuller Report is expected in the
near future. They have also had
promising preliminary feedback
from the Agency regarding the
effects of possible improvements to
the culvert beneath the A4094 at
Widbrook. There is a long way to
go to improve the flooding situation
(not least to secure the necessary
funding) but the first steps are
promising.

Following a public exhibition in July
of Oakford Homes proposals for 7
new houses, the Society wrote to
their Planning Consultants WYG. In
this they made reference to the
Royal Borough’s Plan and the
Green Belt designation that had
been sought – and refused because
the Court of Appeal in its
Judgement said “…there can be
little expectation of any extensive
planning permissions”. In
recognition of its importance the
Council subsequently placed the
site within the Cookham High Street
Conservation Area. They also
referred to the Village Design
Statement for Cookham, barely a
year old, which has a chapter
entitled “Cookham is defined by its
green spaces”. The site is the “only
surviving ‘finger of green’ within a
very long stretch of dense building
between the Moor and the Dean,
and is a most welcome survival that
reminds us all that Cookham is still
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very rural at heart”. The
Conservation Area Statement
makes the point that the open areas
of the village, such as this, “…
provide an important contract to the
built areas of the village and help
enforce the semi-rural nature of the
settlement…” In this case the open
area is also part of the overall
setting of Englefield, which is Grade
2 Listed and has strong connections
with many of the works of the late
Sir Stanley Spencer, RA. Their main
concern is the impact of such a
development upon the character of
their village and they proceed to
comment further on the proposed
entrance at the southern end of the
site – a busy area for traffic,
congested at peak hours and
especially when the Nursery School
is opening and closing. As yet there
has been no response to their letter.

One such was Edward Thomas,
poet, best known for his poem
Addlestrop which describes the
English countryside as a train waits
at a station one hot summer’s
afternoon. It ends : And for that
minute a blackbird sang:
Close by, and round him, mistier,
Farther and farther, all the birds
Of Oxfordshire and Gloucestershire.
Peter Collier wrote that he first
realised that Edward Thomas knew
West Wiltshire when he read In
Pursuit of Spring written in the

A further proposal has been
received on the GKL House site in
Lower Road, this time for 8 selfcontained flats – the Society’s
response was of concern for lower
quality accommodation than should
be permitted. Teleport Park is the
somewhat grand name for a
property in The Pound where they
wish to form 5 flats. The Society felt
the site was too cramped to allow
parking and turning space and an
extension at the back would
exacerbate the situation.
Additionally the proposed
construction of a garden wall could
affect the safety of pedestrians
along this very narrow pavement.
TROWBRIDGE CIVIC SOCIETY’S
Summer Newsletter has a striking
picture of a statue of the WW1
soldier which tops the war memorial
in Trowbridge Park standing before
the 1791 Trowbridge Barracks in
Frome Road.
Many soldiers were based at the
Barracks before leaving for France.
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spring of 1913. It describes a cycle
ride from London to the Quantocks
and the author describes wandering
the lanes around Trowbridge.
Recently I read Now all roads lead
to France by Matthew Hollis and
discovered that he was more
closely connected to the area than I
first thought.

Walter de la Mare visited him at
Dillybrook and they both sat beside
the weir at Tellisford. Other places
described in this book include Rode
and Rudge with its several ruins
and the Half Moon Inn. He
describes children picking
primroses walking along the lane
towards Seymour’s Court Farm with
the “teams pulling chain harrows
and pewits plunging around them”.
He cycles past Cutteridge with the
“long avenues of limes, crooked and
often as dense as a magpie’s next”.
These limes were standing until a
few years ago. There is also a long
description of Brook House and its
farm. The afternoon he was there
“It was the very weather that
Trowbridge people needed on Good
Friday for a walk to Farleigh Castle
for beer or tea and watercress at
the Hungerford Arms. As I bicycled
into Trowbridge at 4 o’ clock the
inhabitants were streaming out
along the dry road westward…But I
did not stop in Trowbridge. “ Its
twenty chimneys were as tranquil as
its tall spire and its slaughter house
as silent as the adjacent church.

Another invaluable book about
Thomas and Wiltshire is Figures in
a Wiltshire Scene by Ken Watts. In
1911 Thomas had become friendly
with the writer Clifford Bax (1886 –
1962), a versatile English writer,
known particularly as a playwright, a
journalist, critic and editor, a poet,
lyricist and hymn writer. The
composer Arnold Bax was his
brother. Bax was living in
Broughton Gifford Manor. While
staying there Thomas became
friends with Eleanor Farjeon who
later became famous as a writer of
children’s stories. She had a very
close relationship with Thomas and
his family. Thomas eventually
became a member of Bax’s Old
Broughtonian cricket team and
played several matches in the area,
batting at number 11.

In 1914 Edward met American poet
Robert Frost who saw promise,
particularly in the poetry he had
begun to write and encouraged him
to move to America. Undecided,
he made the fatal decision to enlist
and on Easter Monday, April 1917,
the Battle of Arras opened with a
huge artillery bombardment and at
7.36 am Edward Thomas, directing
the fire of his battery from the
Beaurains Observation Post, was
killed by the blast of a shell which
exploded nearby. He body was
recovered that evening and he is
buried at Agny, south of Arras.

In 1912 Thomas took rooms in
Dillybrook Farm near Southwick,
recovering from a nervous
breakdown where he discovered
Tellisford. In his In pursuit of spring
he described Tellisford as : “… a
hamlet scattered along a half a mile
of by-road from a church at the
corner down to the Frome. Once
there was a ford, but now you cross
by a stone footbridge with white
wooden handrails. A ruined flockmill and a ruined ancient house
stand next to it on one side: on the
other the only house is a farm with a
round tower embodied in its front.
Away from that farm a beautiful
meadow slopes between the river
and the woods above.” At one time

Two Planning Refusals were
brought to members’ attention – the
first being the conversion of part of
a ground floor area into a flat ‘on the
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grounds that the upper part of the
host building was a nightclub which
would impact on the amenity of the
occupants’. The second, a proposal
for 15 dwellings at Hilperton on
three grounds a) outside the village
policy limits, neither 100%
affordable nor agricultural, therefore
not in accordance with Core
Strategy 2) limited services &
facilities within village so encourage
use of private car etc. 3) adverse
impact on character of area which
forms a green gap and not in
accordance with District Plan.

form the focus of this article, his
name appearing in Pevsner &
Cherry‘s ‘The Buildings of England:
Wiltshire’ no less than 48 times, well
ahead of his closest rivals.
Recognised as “a safe pair of
hands” he secured posts as
architect to the Institute of Civil
Engineers, the Athenaeum Club,
Governesses Benevolent
Association, Middlesex Hospital, the
Lunacy Commissioners and the
Incorporated Church Building
Society. His list of achievements is
impressive, from churches to
theatres, hospitals, grand houses,
etc. He was well-regarded in his
lifetime and his national standing
was indicated by his election as
President of the RIBA from
1870-1873 and the award of their
Royal Gold Medal for Architecture in
1873.

The presentation of this year’s
Trowbridge Enhancement Award
is reported to be the St.Stephen’s
Place development which was
considered by the judges to have
brought a derelict site back to life
and provides an encouraging
pointer to the future of Trowbridge
with a thousand visitors a day to the
cinema alone. For this reason it
pipped Selwood Housing’s
development in Charles Street to
the post, although its handsome
design and the manner in which it
integrates well with its surroundings
drew commendations from the
judges.

CORSHAM CIVIC SOCIETY’s
latest Spotlight magazine, against a
background of autumn leaves,
features a reflection on the work of
the Society by the Chairman – a
programme of excellent speakers
covering a wide-range of subjects,
but also reflecting on
the sad passing of
the Society’s
Patron, Lord Robert
Methuen, who had
spoken to members
of the work of the
House of Lords the
previous year. He
also points to the
retirement from post
of both Dr. Negley
Harte the
Programme
Organiser for the
past six years and
he himself, but both
will be prepared to
mentor their
successors!

Kevin Eames writes
further on the Wyatt
Architectural
Dynastya, this time
his focus being
Thomas Henry Wyatt
(1807-1880) and
brother to Matthew
Digby. Thomas’
contribution was
considerable in
Wiltshire and
wherever one might
travel in the county,
one is never far away
from one of his
buildings. His
ecclesiastical works
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in the world. The photograph shows
the wide range of musical
instruments and associated
equipment due to be sold.

HODS 2014 were again well
attended. On Thursday two parties
of ten visited David Pollard’s ‘Stone
Quarrying Museum’ at Potley and
were fascinated by the wide range
of equipment used in quarrying that
David has accumulated over the
years. He has a wide knowledge of
the industry, and the groups were
fascinated with everything he had to
show them. The largest piece of
equipment, as seen in the
photograph, is the Samson stonecutting machine.

On the same day, Dr. Negley Harte
led a group of people on a Historical
Town walk starting out by the Parish
Church and ending at the Pound
Arts Centre. That evening 65–70
people attended the illustrated talk
on ‘Corsham in the 20th Century’
given by the Chairman, Michael
Rumsey.
A second town walk took place on
Saturday and meanwhile, in the
Pound Arts Centre there was an
exhibition of paintings by local art
groups entitled ‘Corsham in Colour’.

The next day, Friday 12 September,
a group of ten people visited the
Gardiner Houlgate auction house on
the Leafield Industrial Estate. A
guided tour of the two floors, led by
the two directors, enabled everyone
to view items ready for the auction
due to take place the following
week. Gardiner Houlgate is the
largest auction house for musical
instruments in Europe and probably

CORSHAM COMMEMORATES
website,
www.corshamcommemorates.weebl
y.com is a growing record of the
lives, stories and events of the
Great War as it was experienced in
Corsham. One of the legacies of the
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war being used extensively as a
starting point for research is the
War Records of Corsham 1914–
1919, a book recording Corsham
men who died or were killed in the
Great War and those who served
and returned. It is a remarkable
record given to the town in 1920 by
Field Marshal Lord Methuen, who
chaired a War Record Committee. A
copy of this book is available in the
Town Hall. It provides the details of
the military service of all the men,
and women, who served and it
provides an excellent basis for
deeper research into the names –
where they lived, occupations and
family situations and it is also being
used to mark centenary
anniversaries in a ‘Today We
Remember’ feature.

evening, brilliantly brought to fruition
by our own ‘local impresario’, Pat
Whalley. In July, marking the
centenary of the tragic events that
led to the outbreak of the First
World War,
Richard Broadhead presented a
wide-ranging talk about the course
of the war and its effects on
civilians, particularly those in
Wiltshire. He took us through
recruiting, local recruits being sent
to Devizes Barracks, through to
conscription. Wiltshire became a
huge tented camp, as recruits
trained and dug practice trenches
(such as those dug by the Scots
Guards on The Batters), while
visiting units included the 1st
Canadian Division, who were
billeted locally and left a lasting
impression, including that of

The Concert to commemorate the
First World War was held on 18
October at Corsham School and
was a spectacular success.
Sponsored by Corsham Area
Heritage and the Town Council,
it was an evocative portrait in
words and song of those four
years. The Narrator was
Graham Paton, dressed
appropriately in evening dress
(with tails), who linked together
readings from letters, poems
and documents of the war
years, alternating with the music
of the era – including Keep the
Home Fires Burning, Roses of
Picardy and many more. Three
choirs sang the songs – the
Corsham Choral Society, Gita’s
Choir and the Lingmara & Find
Your Voice Community Choirs,
with individual solo pieces by
Caroline Murray and Tony
Emery. The readers were
dressed in contemporary
uniforms, including that of the
nurses, to add an authentic
period touch. It was an
entertaining, often poignant
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Winnipeg the Bear (who may
have been the progenitor of
Winnie the Poo). The talk was
well illustrated by pictures and
news cuttings that vividly
evoked the flavour and moods
of the times as rationing, coal
shortages, blackouts (even
here in Wiltshire) became the
norm. By 1917 women were
being recruited for farm work,
as well as working in munitions
factories, as the realities of
‘total war’ took their effect upon
the population. Above, the air
was abuzz with training
aircraft, and there were many
accidents. The hospital
established in the Town Hall
catered for recuperating
troops, the main surgical
hospital being in Bristol. There
were even German prisonersof-war incarcerated locally.

The Church memorial had
been expertly cleaned and
repainted by Celia James, and
was the centre of a
commemoration service on 3
August that marked the
anniversary of the declaration
of war. The Church now has a
standing display of Corsham
war records for visitors coming
to the church or specifically to
the memorial. The main war
memorial has also been
cleaned and, with the addition
of new commemorative
benches, individually named
crosses and poppies with wellmaintained flower beds, really
looked the part for the annual
remembrance parade and
service. Neston also has its
First World War memorial
plaque for their sons who gave
their lives and were named at
the service and form a part of
the display.
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Keep up to date with the Director’s Blog
by Dan Wild

There is too much information
available,and sorting the relevant from the
useless is tiresome. John Shaw’s blog
picks out items of news for Ashtav
members. Sometimes once a month
sometimes twice a week, depending on
how news breaks.
The magazine is published twice a year so
has limitations in keeping members up to
date with planning and environmental
issues important to small towns and
villages. Hence the blog.
The blog is published as a stand alone
blog and integrated into the Ashtav website
as a “news” page. Members can keep up
to date on their smartphones and tablets
rather than make a visit trip to their
computer room. Although some of the
more elegant formats, such as magazine
format, cannot be viewed on a portable
device’s browser.
Screen shots of the blog on a 5” smartphone

Curiously I find that the blog popping up on
my smartphone is less intrusive than when
appears on my desk top computer. Maybe
because when I’m on the desktop, I’m
usually concentrating working on a project.
Whereas the phone pings to signify a
message and I read it when convenient.
Why not sign up on your portable to
receive the director’s blog? It is still
available from the Ashtav website, it’s not
an either or.
Log onto the blog:
ashtavdirector.blogspot.com
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Annual General Meeting

The Trustees of ASHTAV hereby give notice
that their annual general meeting will be
held on Saturday 24th January 2015 at
11.00am in theThe Stopforth Metcalfe room
Kellogg College, Oxford.
Refreshments will be available from 10.30am.
Agenda
1.Apologies
2.Minutes of the AGM 2013
3.Matters arising.
4.To receive the Chairman’s report
5.To receive the audited accounts
6.To receive the Director’s report
7.To receive and meet the
Director of the Historic Towns Forum
7. Election of officers
8. Elections of committee members
Please note:
1.Nominations for election to officer or
committee member must be proposed,
seconded and lodged with the secretary
by January 15th. 2015
2.Motions to be put to the AGM must be
proposed, seconded and lodged with the
Secretary by January 15th. 2015
To save on postage copies of the Chairman’s report and the Accounts
will be available on the day. This report and minutes of the last AGM are
available click to down load
If any member would like copy in advance please let me know if a hard
copy is preferred or whether a .pdf by email would be acceptable.
Parking at Kellogg is limited, to avoid frustration, the excellent Oxford
Park and Ride Facility is strongly recommended.
Dan Wild
Honorary Secretary

